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ABSTRACT 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE STUDENTS’ PROBLEM IN LEARNING SPEAKING 
AT THE FIRST SEMESTER OF THE ELEVENTH GRADE STUDENTS OF 
SMKN 6 BANDAR LAMPUNG IN THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2018/2019 
By 
 Siti Ratna Ayu 
 
 
 
Speaking is the process between speaker and listener and it is a productive skill and 
it involves students in produce the language also share the ideas. This research is 
about ‘An Anlysis of the Students’ Problem in Learning Speaking at the Second 
Semester of the Eleventh Grade Students of SMKN 6 Bandar Lampung in the 
Academic Year of 2018/2019’. 
 
In this research, the researcher used qualitative research method. The researcher 
used purposive sampling technique to determine the sample. The researcher chose 
class XI as sample that consisted of 29 students. In collecting the data, the 
researcher used observation and questionnaire. The researcher used three major 
phases of data analysis: they were data reduction, data display and conclusion 
drawing. 
 
From the data analysis, the researcher found the students’ problem and the cause of 
the problem in the process of learning speaking of SMKN 6 Bandar Lampung as 
follow: (1) The students’ problem in learning speaking are students perception that 
they do not know the aspects of language that enable production in learning 
speaking, they are lack of vocabulary, limited of grammar knowledge, limited of 
pronunciation, never practice to speak English, minimum opportunities and 
nervousness (2) The cause of the problem in learning speaking are inhibition, 
nothing to say, environment factor and mostly mother tongue used.  
 
 
Keyword : Productive skill, Problems in learning speaking. Cause of problems in 
learning speaking 
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MOTTO 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Problem 
InAlearningBEnglish, atCleastDthereEareFfourGskills of language 
thatHactuallyIrealityJmust beKmastered by allLof the students. TheyQare 
listening,Jspeaking, reading andOalso writing. All fourUpartsPinterconnect 
with one another andypracticingNall of them on a dailyLbasis will 
greatlyLimprove the learning process. Many peopleRtendSto put more effort 
intoEcertain skills and notDenough on other skills. InterestinglyQenough, 
speaking isAthe skill mostZpeople wishVto be reallyQgood atWandRbecome 
theSfocus of the studySsince theEstudents learnZEnglish.  
AsSUrSstates in herzbookznamed “AzCourse In Language Teaching:  
Practicenin Theory”: Allzofxthezfouroskillsz(listening,zspeaking,zreading 
andzwriting) speaking seems intuitivelyzthe mostpimportant: peoplezwho 
knowAazlanguagezarezrefferedZtoSasS“speaker”ZofZthatAlanguage,AasSif 
speakingSincludedSallSotherzkindsxofcknowingxandxmost foreign language 
learnerssarez primarilyz interested inzlearningztozspeak.ZAccordingztouher 
statement,SspeakingSis theZimportantSoneSfromStheSfourSskills.1 
                                                             
1 Penny, Ur, A Course in Language Teaching (Practice and Theory), Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1991, p.120. 
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Speakingpis the processkbetween speakerland listener and it is a 
productiveWskill. WhenApeopleQspeak, heSor she sendspinformation or 
ideashto anotherDperson. In WebsterQNew WorldADictionary, speaking is to 
utterZwordsRorally, talk; to communicateAasZbyStalking;AtoZmakeAa 
request;AtoAmakeAaZspeech.2 NunanZdefinesXspeaking as the use of 
languange quickly and confidentlyFwith fewZunnaturalZpauses,ZwhichSis 
calledSasZfluency.3 SpeakingWismthennprocessSofSbuildingSandSsharing 
meaningZthroughZthe use ofSverbal and non verbal symbols in a variety of 
the contexts.4 Therefore, the researcher concluded that speakingEis the 
abilitySto produce the languageWand shareptheTideas. 
But in fact, the researcherZfoundZthatEmost all of studentsZat 
theAeleventhAgrade of SMKN 6 Bandar Lampung got difficulty in learning 
speaking. Most  of them  haveSproblemsSwhen learning speaking.  
Sometime,S theSstudents mightWwantedhto speakSEnglish withEother 
butSthey did not know what actuallyAthey wantedGto speak. Some students 
mightZlose their wordsXthat actuallyAwasSstored in theirEmind but 
couldTnot produceRby them. So, the researcher was interested to analyze many 
things aroundEspeakingRaspects. StartingSfromStheZstudents’Sproblem in 
learning speaking and the cause of the problems occured in learningZspeaking. 
                                                             
2 David Nunan, Guralnik, Language Teaching Methodology a Textbook for Teachers, 
(NY: Phoenix Ltd., 1995), p. 593. 
3 Hayriye Kayi, Teaching Speaking: Activities to Promote Speaking in a Second 
Language, available on http://unr.edu/homepage/hayriyek, accessed on February 23rd, 2018.  
4 Chaney, A.L., and T.L. Burk, Teaching Oral Communication in Grades K-8. Boston: 
Allyn&Bacon, 1998, p.13. 
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Based on  the preliminary research, the researcher got the speaking 
score from the English teacher and  found that many of students at the eleventh 
grade of SMKN 6 Bandar Lampung still got under average score in learning 
speaking, most all of theSstudentsShaveSproblemsSinSlearninglEnglish 
especially speaking. MostSofSthemSwereSunableZto speakZEnglishZwell 
becauseZof manyZfactorsWincluded. Beside that, to got theSdataEof pre 
researchWthe interview schedule was done andEappliedotoothepEnglish 
teacherWandWobserved theEclass in teaching and learningEEnglish 
especiallyZspeakingsprocess to theSstudents of SMKN 6 Bandar Lampung.  
SMKN 6 Bandar Lampung is one of the Vocational High School in 
Bandar Lampung that focuses in cruise major. There were eight classes in 
eleventh grade which have different majors, the students must be focus on their 
own major but still learning every lessons as the other school learnt. The 
researcher believed that it would be easier for her to find the problem in this 
vocational highEschool.  
BasedEonEtheWresult of interview showed that the students’s 
capabilityEin speaking English was still under average. TheSresearcher 
foundWthatAmost all of theEstudentsEwereuunableuto useiEnglishpinptheir 
EnglishWclass. ThisEwas supportedEby the result of interview with the 
EnglishEteacher Mrs. Sri Ramdhaniwati, She said that most students in the 
eleventh grade had difficult to be master in speaking, mostEof them got under 
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average score in speaking section and mostly they could notApronounce the 
word correctly.5 
Actually, that waslreasonablepenough becausepgenerally, the teacher 
waseusedpIndonesianWdominantly. The researcherEbelieveduthat the teacher 
justWwantedEtoEmake theostudentspunderstoodowhatpthe materialWwas 
deliveredAbyeher,WsoEsheWusedWIndonesianSas theEbest wayWtosgive 
theematerial tooherestudents. Although,  the teacherEhad beenAtried to guide 
and challengeWthem to speak in English, but the studentsialways used 
Indonesian. For example, whenEtheEstudents wantedEtoEgo toEtheEtoilet; 
theyEdid notemakedpermission by usingEEnglish. 
SomeSstudentsustillpusedSIndonesianSeven theEteacherAforced them 
tosspeakSin English. Based on the shortAinterview with a fiew students, the 
researcher getAtheAadmission that theyAwere too shyAand difficult to say 
somethingAby usingSEnglish. Futhermore, the studentsuhaveSto speak in 
frontsofdtheoclassXandswatchedSby theirSfriends that theymdirectly would 
laughsto themyif they made  a mistake. 
UsuallyEstudents’ problem in learningEspeakingScomes from the 
difficulties inEspeaking activity that faced by students. It was supported by 
Thornburybstated that the difficuliesuthat student speaker facespbreak down 
into two main area such as knowledge factor and skill factor.6 In knowledge 
                                                             
5 Sri Ramdhaniwati, English Teacher of SMKN 6 Bandar Lampung, Teacher’s Interview, 
Bandar Lampung, May 15th, 2018, Unpublished. 
6 Scott Thornbury, How to Teach Speaking, Harlow. England: Longman, 2005, p.39. 
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factorEthe studentsEdo notWknow theEaspects ofR knowledge in speaking 
such as grammar, pronunciation and vocabulary. Beside that, in the skill factor 
the students are lackEof confidence whichomighttinhibit fluency. Because of 
his statements, the researcherEinterested to analyze the students’Eproblems in 
learning speaking at SMKN 6 Bandar Lampung. 
ByWovercomingethe problem of learning speaking, successowill be 
achievedwon the pathytoEeffectiveecommunication but problems could be 
solvedgifEteacher knewWwhat students’ problem before and the cause of 
problem occured. The students’ average score of speaking test can be seen in 
(Appendix 2). From the data students’ speaking score in  learning speaking at 
eleventh grade in SMKN 6 Bandar Lampung was 70, it could be said that the 
total number of students who got difficulty in learning speaking are 121 or 
52.83%from 229 students. In the other hand, just 108 students or 47.16%who 
achieved the criteria minimum speaking score. The class that got the highest 
score was XI NKPI 2 (Nautika Kapal Penangkap Ikan)  and the class that got 
the lowest score was XI TPHPI (Teknologi Pengolahan Hasil Perikanan). 
Researcherefound that most of the student still got under average score because 
Englishowas foreign language for them. Their habitualEwasEnot usingkthe 
English language, so they felt difficut to speak inEEnglish 
languange.oOneupossibleusolutionSforosuchochallengeslthatStheoteacherOo
should applyuwassminimized their problem becausesproblemsisAsituation, 
person, or thing thatSneeds attention. IfSwe knowSabout students’ problem, 
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weAwill understandSthe problem faced by students, thenSas well as we 
knowKhow to solve the problem.  
In previous research on difficulties or problems in learning speaking 
was conducted by Rika, on her Thesis “English speaking learning problems 
faced by Students.” She said that the students getedifficulties to 
makeTsentencesEbasedoonoappropriateugrammar.7 Other research was 
conductedWby Henna from her observation and experience of analyzing the 
language ofEFinnishSand JapaneseEadultElearners ofEEnglish to 
knowWtheWinformantstexperience difficulties in speaking English with the 
title “Difficulties in Speaking English” the result of her research was kinds of 
problemsEin speaking English at secondElanguageoacquisitionptheory, and 
thetfactors that affectingpthem.8 Another previous research was conducted by 
Devi with the title “A Study of Students’ Problems in Learning Speaking 
English at The Second Grade of SMPN 1 Telaga”.  The  result   of  her research 
were factors that influence  success and problems in learning speaking such as 
lowiinomasteringDvocabulary,olimitedEofSgrammaroknowledgeAand 
                                                             
7 Rika Wukandari, English speaking learning problems faced by Students at the first year 
of SMP Negeri  Tirtomoyi Wonogiri. School of Teacher Training and Education Muhammadiyah 
University of Surakarta, 2010, p.185, available on 
http://eprints.ums.ac.id/10056/1/A320060175.pdf, accessed on 6th, March 2018. 
8 Henna Paakki, Difficulties in Speaking English and Perceptions of Accents A 
Comparative Study of Finnish and Japanese Adult Learners of English. English language and 
culture School of Humanities University of Eastern Finland October, 2013, p.54, available on 
http://epublications.uef.fi/pub/urn_nbn_fi_uef-20131057/urn_nbn_fi_uef-20131057.pdf, accessed 
on 6th, March 2018. 
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pronunciation,Eshyness,afearSofsmakingSmistakes,SlackSofsconfidence, 
mother tongue used dominantly and loweof motivation.9 
BasedEonEthe background of the problemRthat mention above, the 
researcher was conductedSthe research about learning of English subject with 
the title: “An Analysis of the Students’ Problem in Learning Speaking  at the 
First Semester of the Eleventh Grade Students of SMKN 6 Bandar Lampung 
in the Academic Year 2018/2019” 
 
B.  IdentificationoofotheoProblem 
BasedEonitheebackgroundoabove,otheeresearcherEidentifiedEthe 
problems as follows: 
1. TheEstudents at the eleventh grade still got under average score in learning 
speaking. 
2. The students could not pronounce the word correctly. 
 
C. LimitationeofotheoProblem 
Intthisyresearch,uthe reasearcherufocusedoon study of the students’ 
problem and cause of the problem in learning speaking atttheufirstysemester 
oftthereleventhugradeWstudents ofuSMKN 6 BandaruLampung in academic 
yearWof  2018/2019. 
                                                             
9 Devi Novita Sari, A Study of Students’ Problems in Learning Speaking English at The 
Second Grade of SMPN 1 Telaga. Faculty of  Tarbiyah and Teaching Science of Syekh Nurjati 
State Institute for Islamic Studies of Cirebon, 2014, p.38, available on 
http://repository.syekhnurjati.ac.id/2954/1/DEVI%20NOVITA%20SWARY-min.pdf, accessed on 
16th, March 2018. 
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D. FormulationoofothepProblem 
Basedyon the background mentioned earlier, thepresearcher formulated 
the research problem as follows: 
1. What were the students’ problem  in learning speaking at theofirst semester 
of theeeleventh grade students of SMKN 6 BandaruLampung in academic 
yearr2018/2019?  
2. What were the cause of the problems in learningsspeaking at the first 
semestersof the eleventh gradesstudents of SMKN 6 BandaroLampung in 
academicyyear 2018/2019?  
 
E. ObjectiveuofutheEResearch 
The objective of the research are as follow: 
1. Touknow therstudents’ problem in learninguspeaking at the first semester 
of the eleventh grade students of SMKN 6 BandaruLampung in academic 
yeare2018/2019. 
2. Toeknow the cause of the problems in learning speaking atpthepfirst 
semesterkofitheoeleventhograde students of SMKN 6 BandarpLampung in 
academicuyear 2018/2019. 
 
F. UsestofpthepResearch 
This significances of thisyresearch are to: 
1. As a references and information of English teacher related to the problems 
and cause of the problems occur in learning speaking. 
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2. As a source of information for further other research on speaking. 
3. Researcher hoped that students are more motivated to learn and reduce the 
problems they face in learning speaking.  
4. Researcher hoped that the teachers can understand what the student’s 
problems in learning speaking and theyteachers can easily improve their 
creativitywin teachinguprocess, so the goal of the learningocan be achived. 
 
G. ScopeeofothepResearch 
The researcheroformulated the scope of the research as follows: 
1. SubjectiofitheiResearch 
The subjectiofothepresearch were students at theofirst semester of the 
eleventhograde students ofoSMKN 6 BandarpLampung.  
2. ObjectiofitheiResearch 
Theiobjectiof the researchowasostudents’ problem in learning speaking 
and the cause of the problems occur in learning speaking atitheofirst 
semesteroofotheoeleventhogradeostudents ofoSMKN 6 BandaroLampung. 
3. PlaceiofitheiResearch 
Theiresearchewasoconductedoatotheofirstosemesteroof the eleventh  grade 
studentsSof SMKN 6 BandarSLampung in academic year 2018/2019. 
4. TimeiofitheiResearch 
Theoresearchowas conducted at 28th September until 3rd October 2018. 
 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
A. Concept of Speaking 
Inothis case, theoresearcher shows about concept of speaking. It is 
dividedointo four points: 1)pdefinitionoof speaking, 2)pthe functions 
ofpspeaking, 3)ptypesoof speakingoclassroom performance and 4)ptypes 
ofospeaking activities. 
 
1. Definition of Speaking 
In learning English at lease there are four skills of language, there 
are listening,ospeaking,oreading, and writing. Speakingoisoprobablyothe 
languageoskill that mostolanguage studentsowishotooperfect asosoonoas 
possible. The difficultoone tooassessowithoprecision is speaking 
skill,obecause speaking is complexoskillotooacquire. Theofollowingofive 
componentsoareogenerallyorecognize inospeaking activity, such as: 
Comprehension,ogrammar,ovocabulary,opronunciation,oandofluency.1 
a). oComprehension 
Forooralocommunication,ocomprehensionodifinitelyorequiresoaosubject 
toorespondoto theospeech asowell asotooinitiateoit. 
 
 
                                                             
1 H. Douglas Brown, Language Assessment Principle and Classroom Practices, San 
Francisco: Longman. 2003, p.157. 
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b).  Grammar 
The Grammar of a language is the description of the ways in which  words 
can change their forms and can be combined into sentences in that 
language.2 
Grammar is one of important aspect of speaking because if an utterance 
can has different meaning if the speaker uses incorrect grammar.  
      c).  Vocabulary 
Vocabulary means list of words their meaning.3 People can not 
communicate effectively or express their ideas both oral and both written 
form if they do not have sufficent vocbulary. Without grammar only little 
word can be conveyed, but without vocabulary nothing ca be conveyed.  
      d).  Pronunciation 
Pronunciation is the way students' to produce clearer language when they 
speak. Pronunciation is an essential aspect of learning to speak a foreign 
language. If a student does not pronounce a word correctly, it can be very 
difficult to understand him/her. on the other hand, if students make 
grammatical mistakes e.g. in a verb tense, the listener still has an idea of 
what is being said.4 So, it can be seen that good pronunciation is vital if a 
student is to be understood. 
 
                                                             
2 Jeremy Harmer, The Practice of English Language Teaching, Malaysia: Pearson 
Education Longman, 2007, p.12. 
3  Martin H. Manser, Oxford Learner's Pocket Dictionary, Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1995, p.461. 
4 Lucy Pollard, Teaching English London: Lucy Pollard Publisher, 2008, p.6. 
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     e).  Fluency 
Fluency can be defined when we talk about someone as being a fluent     
speaker or when we speaks the language fluently, speedoisoaofactor,obut 
itois not always meansotheoonlyooroevenotheomostoimportantoone.oA 
speaker'sofluently suggest thatopausing isoequallyoimportant. Also 
important is the appropriate placement of pauses. Then, another significant 
factoroin perceptionoof fluency isothe numberoof syllablesobetween 
pauses,otheolengthooforun. Theolonger itoruns, theomoreofluentothe 
speakerosounds.5 It means that fluency might beodefinedoasotheoability to 
speakoaccurately and fluently. Fluencyoin speakingois theoaim ofomany 
languageostudents. Signsoofofluencyoincludeoa reasonableofastospeedoof 
speakingoandojust aosmalonumberpofopauses. 
The process between speaker and listener usually called speaking 
andoit is a productiveoskill. When people speak, he or she sends 
information or ideas to another person. InoWebsteroNewoWorld 
Dictionary,ospeakingois tooutter wordsoorally, talk;oto communicateoby 
talking; toomakeoaorequest; toomakeoaospeech.6 Nunan in Kayipdefines 
speaking as the use of languangeoconfidently and quicklyowithofew 
unnaturalopauses,owhichois usually calledoasofluency.7 Speakingoisothe 
processoofosharing and buildindomeaningothroughotheouseoofoverbal 
                                                             
5 Scott Thornbury, How to Teach Speaking,  New York: Pearson Education Limited, 
2005, p.6. 
6 David Nunan, Op.Cit, p. 593. 
7 Hayriye Kayi, Teaching Speaking: Activities to Promote Speaking in a Second 
Language, available on http://unr.edu/homepage/hayriyek, accessed on February 23rd, 2018.  
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andonon-verbalosymbolsoinoaovarietyoofocontexts.8o Futhermore, the 
researcher concludes that speakingois the abilityoto produce the 
languageoando shareotheoideas. 
Meanwhile, Kimtafsirah states that speakingois the productive skill 
and can notobe separatedofromolistening. Whenoweocommunicate with 
people weoconveyotheomessageuthat isomeaningful.9 According to 
McKay when people trying toospeak, itoisonototheocaseothatothey 
simplyoopenotheiromouthsoandospeakotheowordsoandosentences. oWhen 
people trying to speak,otheyoareodoing so inoa culturalocontext, theypare 
speakingopersonoor persons (perhapsofriends, teachers oroaotaster)pwho 
bring owith othemoaoreltiveodegreeoofostatusoandopoweroandotheyooare 
doingoinoorderotoomeetotheopurposeorequiredoofotheointeraction, which 
may beoaoconversation,ooroaotaskothatoneedspcompleting.10 It means 
thatospeakingobecomesothe best wayotooexpresspwhatpthe people think. 
Byousingolanguageoas aoconnector, theppeoplepshouldpknowptheptopic 
ofotheoconversations. From thatptopic, theopeopleomayptalkpeach other 
and knowotheomeaning and purposepofotheirpspeaking.  
 
Basedoon thepterms ofpspeaking that explainoabove, it canobe 
infered that speakingpskillpis actpof expressing ideas, feelings, and 
                                                             
8 Chaney, A.L., and T.L. Burk, Op.Cit, p.13. 
9 Kimtafsirah, Teaching Speaking, Jakarta: Ministry of national Education, 2009, p.1. 
10 Penny McKay, Assessing Young Language Learners, Cambridge: Cambridge 
University pres, 2006, p.19. 
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opinions by using speaking elements; theyoare comprehension, 
pronunciation,ogrammar,ovocabulary, andofluency. 
 
2. TheiFunctioniofiSpeaking 
The functionoof speakingpis toodeliver some messages oroideas 
frompthepspeaker to the listener. According to Richard, BrownpandoYule 
madepaousefulpdistinctionpbetweeenpthe intractional functions of 
speaking,pinowhichoitoservesotoomaintain and establish socialorelations, 
andotheotransactionalofunctions,owhichofocusoon theoexchangeoof the 
informationsl. There are threeofunctionsoofospeaking. Theyoareotalkoas 
interactionp, talkoasotransaction,oandotalkoasoperformance.11 
a). Talkoasointeraction 
This usuallypreferspto what weunormallypmean by a conversationoand 
describesointeractionowhichoservesoaoprimarilypsocialofunction. pWhen 
peopleomeet, they wouldoexchangeogreetings,oegageoinpsmallotalkoand 
chitochat, recountorecentoexperincesoandoso onpbecauseotheypwishpto 
bepfriendlyoandptooestablish apcomportablepzonepofpinteractionpwith 
others.STheofocus isponpthepspeakersoand the way howotheyowishoto 
presentothemselvesotopeachpothers thanoonutho message.s 
       b). Talkoasotransaction 
Thisotypeoofotalkorefersotootheosituationsowhereotheofocusois one what 
isosaidoorodone. Theomessageoisothe mainofocusohereoandomaking 
                                                             
11Jack C Richards, Teaching Listening and Speaking, New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2008, p.21. 
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someoneounderstoodoaccuratelyoand clearly,pratherpthanpthe participants 
and the way howotheypinteractpsociallypwithpeachpother. In transactions, 
JonesOinoRichardsostates thatotalkoisoassociatedowithootheroactivities. 
Forpexamples, studentsOmayobe engangedOinohandOonOactivities.  (e.g. 
inOaOsciencepsubject)Utoo exploreo conceptsp associatedP with sinking 
and floating. In this type of spoken language teachers and students usually 
focus onomeaningoor on talkingotheirowayotoounderstanding. 
       c). Talkiasoperformance  
Theithirdotypepofptalkpwhichpcanpusefullypbepdistinguishedp has been 
called ptalkoasoaoperformance.pThis usuallyOrefersOtoppublicptalk. That 
is,ptalkpwhichotranmitspinformationpbeforepanpaudiencepsuchPas public 
announcements,pmorningotalksoandospeeches.12 From definition that 
explainpabove, itpcanpbeosaidpthatptheofunctionpofpspeakingphaspmany 
senses,otheyoareptalk as interaction that refers to conversation, talkoas 
transaction refers to situations, and talk as performance refers to 
publicptalk.oEntire of thepfunctions of speaking are related to guide the 
people in speakingoactivities.   
 
3. TypesiofiClassroomiSpeakingiPerformance 
Based on the book of Brown alsopprovides anotherptypespof 
classroompspeakingoperformance,ptheyparepsixpsimilarpcategories that 
                                                             
12 Ibid, p.27. 
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applyotopthepkindspofporalpproductionpthatostudentsoare expected to 
carryooutoinothepclassroom:13  
a) Imitiative  
Apveryplimitedpportionpofpclassroompspeakingptimep mayp legitimately 
bepspentpgenerating"humanptapeprecorder"pspeech,pwhere,pfor example,  
students practicepanpintonationacontourporptrypto pointpcertainpvowel 
sound.pImitationpofpthispkindpispcarried out notoforptheppurposepof 
meaningfulpinteraction,pbutpforpfocusingponpsomep particularp element 
ofolanguagepform.  
       b) IntensiveE  
 Intensivepspeakingpgoesponepbeyondpimitiativeptopincludepany speaking   
 performancepthatPispdesigned to practice some phonological or  
grammaticalpaspect ofplanguage. Intensivepspeaking canlbepself-initiated 
orpitpcanpevenpformppartpof someppairpwork activities, whereplearners 
arep"going over"pcertainpformspofplanguage. 
      c) ResponsiveR 
Argoodpdealpof students’ speechpinpthepclassroompinpresponsive;pshort 
replies to pteacherpandp studentp andp student-initiated commens or 
questions. Theseprepliesparepusuallypsufficientpandpdopnotpextendpinto  
dialogue. 
 
 
                                                             
13 H Douglas Brown, Op.Cit., p.271. 
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            d) Transactional (dialogue) 
Transactionalplanguage,pcarriedooutoforotheopurposeoofp conveyingo or 
exchangingospecificpinformation,pispanpextendedp fromp responsive of 
language.  
       e) Interpersonalo(dialogue)p 
Interpersonal dialogue was mention in the previous chapter and other form 
in conversation,ocarriedpoutpmorepforptheppurposepmaintaining social 
relationshipspthanpforptheptransmissionpof informations and facts.  
           f) Extensivep(monologue)p 
Finally,pstudentspatpintermedieteptopadvancedp levelsparep calledp on to 
givepextendedp monologuesinpthepformp ofp oralp summaries,p reports, 
orpperhapspshortpspeeches.pHerepthepregisterpispmore deliberative and 
formal.pThesepmonologuespcanpbepplannedporpimpromptu. 
 
Based on the quotation above, all of the types have strength and 
weakness in each learning speaking process. Theoteacherpshouldpbe 
innovative and creative.pSurely,pthe teacherpneedspmediapand more 
interestingptechniquesptopsupportpthempinpachievingpthepgoals. 
 
4. Types of Speaking Activities 
There are many ways which offer the students much time to 
practice their English skill in speaking not only in the classroom but also 
outside to help them become more socialized and make them more active 
in learning speaking process and makes their learning more meaningful 
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and fun at the same time that states bypHayriye such as simulations, role 
play, brainstorming, information gap, story completion, interview, playing 
cards, reporting, picture narating, picture describing and find the different. 
Each following activities would be explain asPfollows:14 
a. Discussionp 
Thepstudentspmaypaimpto share the ideas about an event and arrive at a 
conclusion,porp findp solutionsp inp theirp discussionp groups.p Here, the 
teacherpcanpformpgroupspofpstudentspandpeachpgrouppworksp onp their 
topicpfor[apgivenptimepperiod,p presentp theirp opinionsp top thepclass.15 
Thepmainpaimpofpgrouppdiscussionpispto pimprovep fluency;p  grammar 
inpprobablypbestpallowedp functioningp asp ap naturallyp communicative  
context. 
           b. Role play 
Rolepplay is  involvesp students  to  takep on a  rolep andpcarryingp out a 
discussionpwithpeachppersonpplayingptheirprole. For example, the local 
council wishesptopintroducepapnewpsystempandplocationpforpdumping 
waste.pSomepstudentspplayplocalpcouncilors,pothersparepmembers of an 
environmentalporganizationpandpothersparepmanagerspandpemployees of 
thepcompanypbeingpaskedptopcarrypoutpthepwork. The teacher describes 
andpsetspuppthepsituation.  The students are preparing in groups, those 
playing theosameprolespprepareptogether. Theypthenpformpnewpgroups 
                                                             
14 Hayriye Kayi, Loc. Cit. 
15 Ibid. 
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topcarrypoutpthepdiscussion.16 Another way role play is getting students 
to speak. Rolep playp hasp appealp forp studentsp becausep itpallowsp the 
studentsptoobe more creative and put themselves in anotherppersons’ for a 
while. 
   c. Informationpgap 
Ino information gap,eachpstudentspinpthepgroupphaspsomep informations 
required ptopcompletep thep taskporp activity;p the main aimpisptop 
sharep thepinformationpandptopcompleteptheptask.17 Studentsp do  not  
know what the others arepgoingpto saypandpaspsuch itpimitatesp real  live  
conversations.  Anpexamplepbeing:pStudentsp workp inp pairs;p student 
haspAasimple[picturepwhichp(s)hepdoes not showptopB;pstudentpBphas 
aA blankppiecepofppaper.pStudentp Ap describesptheppicture;pstudentpB 
listenspandpdrawspit. Finally,pstudents compare what B drew with the 
original.[ 
         d. Brainstormingp 
When given a topic, the studentspcanpproducepideaspinpaplimited ptime. 
Dependsponpthepcontext,peitherpindividualporp groupp brainstormingp is 
effectivep and studentsp generatep ideasp quicklypandpfreely.p Thep god 
characteristicspofpbrainsormingparepthatpthepstudentsparepnotpcriticized 
forptheirpideaspso,pthepstudentspwillpbepable topshare apnewpideas. 
 
 
                                                             
16 Lucy Pollard, Op.Cit., p.36. 
17 Ibid, p.34. 
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        e. Storytellingp 
The studentsp canp brieflyp summarizep ap talep orp storyp theyp heardp 
from someonep beforehand,p orp theyp mayp create theirpownpstoriesp 
top tellp  theirp classmates. Storyptellingpfosterspcreativepthinking. pItp  
alsophelpspstudentspexpresspideaspinpthepformat of beginning, ending 
and development includingpthe characters and settingpa storyphas to have. 
The students also canptellpriddlesporpjokes. Forpinstance,patpthepvery 
beginningpofpeachpclasspsession, thepteacherpmaypcallpapfewpstudents 
toptellpshortpriddlesporpjokespaspanpopening. Inp thisp way,  not only 
will the teacher addresspstudents'pspeakingpability,pbutpalsopgetp 
attentionpofpthepclass. 
        f.  Interviewp  
From various people, the students may conduct the interviews on selected 
topics.pItpispapgoodpideapthatpthepteacherpprovidespa rubric to students,                               
so thatptheyknowpwhatptypepofpquestionsptheypcanoaskporpwhatppath 
topfollow, butpstudentspshouldpprepareptheirpownpinterviewpquestions. 
Conductingpinterviewspwithppeoplepgivespstudentspapchance to practice 
their speakingpabilitypnotponlypinpthepclasspbutpalsopoutsidepandphelps 
thempbecome more socialized.p After doing the interviews, eachpstudent 
canppresentphisporpherpstudyptopthepclass. Futhermore,p students can 
interviewpeachpotherpandp"introduce"phisporpherppartnerptopthepclass. 
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        g. StorypCompletion  
This story completion ispa verypenjoyable,pfree-speaking, whole-class 
activitypwherepstudentspsitpinpapcircle.pForpthispactivity, the teacher 
will start topnarratepfromptheppointpwhereptheppreviousponepstopped. 
Eachpstudentpispsupposedptopaddpfrompfourpto tenpsentences.pStudents 
canpaddpa newpcharacters,pevents,pdescriptionspandpsopon. 
        h.  Reportingp 
The studentsparepaskedpto readpapnewspaper orpmagazinepand in the 
class, theypreportptoptheirpfriendspwhatptheypfind as the most interesting 
news  beforep comingpto pthe pclass. Studentsp may alsoptalkpaboutp 
whetherp they havepexperiencedp anythingp worthp tellingptheirpfriendsp 
in their dailyplives beforepclass begin. 
       i.   PicturepNarrating 
Thisp activityp is basedp on severalpsequentialppictures. Studentspare 
asked top tellp thep storyp takingp place pinp thep sequentialp picturesp 
by paying attention topthepcriteriapprovided bypthe teacherpas aprubric. 
Rubricspcan includepthe vocabularypor structurespthey needpto usepwhile 
narrating.p 
        j. PicturepDescribing  
Other waypto makepuse ofppictures inpspeaking activitypis topgive 
studentsp just  onep picturepand   havingpthem describepwhat itpis  in the 
picture.pFor thispactivity studentspcan formpgroups andpeach grouppis 
givenpa differentppicture. Studentspdiscuss the[picture withptheirpgroup, 
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sopa spokespersonpfor eachpgrouppdescribespthe pictureptopthepwhole 
class. Thispactivity pfosters thepcreativityoand imaginationoofpthe 
learnerspas wellpas theirppublicpspeakingpskills. 
         k. Debatesp 
Onepspeaker presentspone pointpof viewpon theptopicpandpapsecond 
speakerppresents a different opinion. This involves choosing a 
controversialptopic.pDebatesparepgood and suitable atpadvancedplevels. 
Itpis apgood idea topgivepsome input[on the topicpmatterpfirst. For 
example, you could do a listening or reading activity on the same subject. 
Give students time to prepare what they will say; you might even prompt 
them by giving them ideas on the topic and outlining common opinions. 
Students can prepare in groups and practitice the debates in groups before 
they present to the whole class. Students can ask each other question after 
the presentation and vote on which opinion is the most convincing. 
         l.  Spontancous convrsations 
Sometimes real uncontrolled conversation breaks out in class. This can be 
where students communicate someting about themselves that others are 
interested in (something the student did at the weekend, a film they saw, a 
place they visited). If time allows, it is good to allow this type of 
conversation to continue because it has a real communicative purpose. The 
teacher's role throughout is to prompt, help with language or 
communication difficulties. Correction should be kept to a minimum and 
carried out at the end of the discussion. This type of conversation can be 
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excellent when it is spontaneous but it works less well if the teacher 
contrives to make it happen.18 
B. ConceptiofiTeachingiSpeaking 
1. DefinitioniofiTeachingiSpeaking 
The way for teacher to transfer their knowledge to the students is 
usually called teaching. As Sudjana states thatpteaching is anpinteraction 
betweenpteacher andpstudentspin itspinteractionpprocess.19 The teacher is 
doing his activities that called teaching, whereas the students who are 
doing their acivities that called studying or learning. While, teaching 
speakingpisptoptrainpstudentspto communicatephow topuse languagepfor 
communication,pfor transferingpideas,pthought,por evenpfeelingspto the 
otherppeople.  
The aim of teaching speaking is to communicate effeciently. They  
have toptry topavoid confusionpin the message due to faulty 
pronunciation,pgrammar,porpvocabularypand topachieve thepsocialpand 
culturalp rulerp thatp apply  inp each  communicationp situation.  Harmerp 
statesptherepare threepreasons forpteachingpspeaking, aspfollows: 
1. Speakingi activitieso providep rehealsalp oppurtunities  chances to 
practice realplifepspeakingpin thepsafetypof theoclassroom. 
                                                             
18 Ibid, p.36. 
19 Nana, Sudjana, Dasar-Dasar Proses Belajar Mengajar, Bandung: PT. Sinar 
Baru Algensindo, 2000 p.1. 
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2. Speakingptask inpwhich ispstudents trypto usepany orpallpofpthe 
languageptheypknowpprovidepfeedbackpfor both teacher and students. 
3. Thepmorepstudentsphavepoppurtunitiesptopactivatepthepvarious 
elements of language.20 
Futhermore,planguagepactivitiespinpthepspeakingpclasspshould focus 
on language individually. Thisprequirespthe teacherpnotponly top createp 
warmpandp humanisticp classroomp atmosphere.p Thus,p  alsop top 
providep eachp studentsptop  speakp thatp clearp language is really 
important.pThe teacherpspeakingpbypcarryingpoutpthepstudents in certain 
situation when the ideas have an oral command of theplanguagepneedpto 
describeptheptopic. 
AspBrownpstates thatpthepprocedurespofpteachingpspeakingpare: 
1. Prepteaching 
Arousepstudent’spinterestpinpplanningptask. 
2. Whilepteaching 
a.Setuppthepinitialppairpworkpandpgivepthepstudentspfivepptopten 
minutespto pdiscuss,padd to,porpmodifyptheplistpofpsuggestions. 
        b.pWhenpthepinitialpdiscussionpispover,pyoupshouldpfacilitatepthe 
settingpuppofpgroups.pAllowspthepgrouppapmaximumpofpptwenty 
minutesptopcompletepthepplanningptask.  
3. PostpTeaching 
                                                             
 
20 Jeremy Harmer, How to Teach English, (Harlow: Pearson Educated Limited, 2007), p. 
123. 
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Chairpthepreportpbackpsessionp inp whichp eachp groupp presentspits 
suggestions.p Makep postersp availablep top helpp thepgroupsppresent 
theirpideas.21ppAspthepteacherpthosepstepspinpteachingp speakingp is 
paramountpimportance topgetpthepmaximalpgoalpinplearning process. 
Becausepinpteachingpandplearningpprocesspconsistpmanyp aimp inpit 
especiallypinpteachingpspeaking,pmasteredpthepspeakingpabilitypand 
pronunciationp correctlyp arep beingp thep targetpinplearningpatpleast 
studentspbraveptopspeakingpwithpotherspinpclass. 
 
2. Teacher’spProblempinpTeachingpSpeaking 
InpteachingpEnglish processpespeciallypinpspeakingpaspapteacher 
usuallypfindspsomepproblemspinpteachingpspeakingpactivity.pTherep are 
somepproblemspfacedpbypthepteacherpinpteachingpspeakingpactivitypin 
thepclassroom,ptheyparepaspfollows: 
1. Studentspwillpnotptalkporpsaypanything. 
Itpcanpbep solvedpbyparrangingpthepclassroompdeskspdifferently,pin 
groupsp insteadp ofp lines.p Givingp positivepfeedbackpalsophelpspto 
relax andpencouragepshypstudentsptopspeakpmore. 
2. Whenpstudentspworkpinppairsporpgroups theypjustpendpuppchatting 
inptheirpownplanguage. 
                                                             
21 H. Douglas Brown, Op. Cit. P. 278. 
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3. Whenpallpthepstudentspspeakptogetherpit getsptoopnoisypandpout of 
handpandplosepcontrolpofpthepclassroom.22 
Anotherpwayptopdiscouragepstudentspspeakingpinp theirp mother 
tonguepispto walkparound thepclassroompmonitoringptheirpparticipation 
andpgivingpsupportpandphelpptopstudentspasptheypneedpit.pMaybepthey 
justpneedpsomepextrapreassuranceporptheypdop notp likep workingp with 
certainpstudentsporptherepispsomepotherpproblempthatp canp helpp them 
resolve.pAccordingptopUr,pthereparepsolutionsptopspeakingpproblems as 
follows: p 
a) GrouppWork:pWorkingpin groupspalsoplowerspthepinhibitionspof 
shypstudentspwhoparepnotpcomfortablepspeakingpinp frontp ofp the 
wholepclass. 
b) EasypLanguage:pSimpleplanguagepcanpmakepthepstudentspeasierpto 
speakpforplongerpwithoutphesitationpandp givesp themp ap sensep of 
accomplishment.p 
c)pInterestingpTopic:pChoosingpaptopicpaccordingptopthep interestsp of 
thepclass ensures students motivation. 
d)pClearpGuidelines:pFeedbackp revealsp thep resultp ofpthepdiscussion 
andpmotivatespeachpstudentptopfollowpthepguidelines. 
e)pEnglishpmonitor:pApmonitorpcanpbepappointedptopeachpgrouppto 
remindpstudents’pspeakingptheirpmotherptongueptopswitchpbackpto 
English.23 
 
Related to explanationpabove, thepteacherpispexpectedptopbepable 
topmanagepclassroom. Then, the teacherpcan makepsomepactspthatpcan 
makep thep students pare pnot pnoisy pandpfeelpashamed, such as: first 
workingpinpgroupsp canp helpp thep shyp studentsp interactingp more 
                                                             
22 Alan Maley, Classroom Problems in Teacher British Council, available on: 
http//www.teachingEnglish.org.uk/article/teaching.speaking-skills-2-oovercoming-
classroomproblems, 
Elt, Caracas, 2004, accessed on May 16th 2018. 
23 Penny Ur, Op.Cit, pp. 121-122. 
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comfortable,psecondp simplep languagep canp helpp thep studentspmore 
understand about the materials. Third choose thepinteresting topicspcan 
make the students more interesting to the material, fourth try feedback the 
students  to  revealsp thep resultp afterp discussionp andp motivatesp each 
studentptopfollowpthepguidelines,pfifthp monitoringp thep classroom is 
anotherpwayptopdiscouragepstudentspspeakingpinptheirp motherp tongue. 
Thep teacherp canp monitorp thep studentsp naturallyp movep overp top 
the part ofpthepclassroompwherepthepnoisepispcomingpfrompandpcalm 
theproguepstudentspdownpandpfocuspthempbackp onp thep taskp without 
disruptingptheprestpofpthepstudentspwhooarepworkingpwell. 
C. ConceptpofpLearning 
AccordingptopBrown,pLearningpispsubsumedp newp information 
intopexistingp structurep andp memoryp system,p andp thep resulting 
associative linkp createp strongerp retentionppretop learning-takingp in 
isolatedpbits.24 According to Driscoll, learningpispappersistingpchangepin 
humanp performancep orp performancep potential.25p Top bep considered 
learning, apchangepinpperformancepmustpcomepaboutpaspapresultpof  
the learner’s pinteraction pwith pthe penvironment.pLearningprequires 
expetiences. Howp thesep experiencesp arep presumedp top bringp about 
learningpdistinguishespdifferentplearningptheories.  
                                                             
24 H. Douglas Brown, Op. Cit. p.56. 
25 Admin, How People Learn (Online), available on: 
http://archive.tlt.psu.edu/learningdesign/audience/peoplelearn.html, accessed on March 14th, 2018. 
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Additionally, learning  processp involvesp activeness,p conscious 
focus asp wellp asp actingp uponp eventsp eitherp outsideporpinsidepan 
organism,p andp alsop somep formsp ofp practices,p perhapsp reinforced 
practices.pThus,pitpcanpbepinterpretedpthatplearningpispthep experience-
basedpprocesspofp acquiringp knowledgep thatp involvesp activenessp 
andppracticespthatpbringprelativelyppermanentpchangepinpbehavior. 
AccordingptopIleris,plearningpispsomethingptopdopwithpgoingpto 
school.pBasically,pschoolpispthepinstitutionp establishedp byp societyp to 
ensurepthatpallpmemberspofpthatpsocietypacquireptheplearning necessary 
for itspmaintenancepandpcontinuation.26 Inpaddition,p Brownpvstatesp 
thatpbreakingpdownpthepcomponentspofpthepdefinitionpofp learningp we 
canp extract,p asp wep didp withp language,p domainsp ofp research  and 
inquary: 
a. Learningpispacquisitionporpgetting 
b. Learningpispretentionpofpinformationporpskill 
c. Retention implies storage systems, memory, cognitive organization  
d. Learningp involvesp active,p consciousp  focusponpacting events 
outside or inside theoorganism. 
e. Learningpisprelativelppermanentpbutpsubjectptopforrgetting 
f. Learning involves some form of practice perhaps reinforced 
practicer 
                                                             
26 Illeris K, How We Learn: learing and Non Learning in School and Beyond, New York: 
Roudledge, 2007, p.2. 
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g. Learningpispapchangepinpbehavior.27 
It means that learning is one of activity that involving of school as 
institution to contribute new knowledge that maintenance and continuation 
by using storage memory systems and involves a form of practice to 
change in attitudes, beliefs and actions. Basedponpsomepdefinitionpabove, 
thepresearcherpconcludespthatp learningp isp acquiringp orp gettingp new 
informationpintopexitingpstructurepandpmemorypsystempofpapsubjectpor 
apskillpbypstudyp experience,p orp instruction.pThep processp ofp getting 
informationp involvep ofp schoolp asp institutionp to  contribute  new 
knowlegde. 
 
D. ConceptpofpLearningpSpeaking 
Learningpspeakingphaspappurposepthatpis topmakepthepstudents 
canpspeakpEnglishpfluently.pInplearningpprocess,pspeakingpispthep only 
onepwayptopshowpandpexpresspthepideaspandpthoughtsp fromp speaker. 
Speakingpabilitypispthepabilityptopcommunicateporally. 
As Richardpstatespthatpthepabilityptopspeakpapsecondporpforeign 
languagep wellp isp veryp complexp taskp ifp wep tryp top understand the 
naturepofpwhatpappearsptopbepinvolved.28 It means that, to speak well, 
we havepto know that speaking not only to apply the grammatically 
                                                             
27 H. Douglas Brown, Principles of Language Learning and Teaching, (5th ed), New 
York: Logman, 2007, pp. 7-8. 
28 Jack C. Richard and Willy A. Renandya, Methodology in Language Teaching: An 
Anthropologhy of Current Practice, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002), p.201. 
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correctpsentences, butpalso to know when and where also to whom we use 
the sentences. 
Speakingpabilitypispanpimportantpaspectpandpbeneficialpskillpin 
learningplanguage. Itpispappartpofpthepgoalpor skillpin learningpEnglish 
inp thep curriculump besidesp writing,p reading,p andplistening.  It is 
supported by Brown whopsaypthatpspeakingpispmakingpusepofplanguage 
inpordinarypvoice;putteringpwords;pknowingpandpbeingpableptop usep a 
language;pexpressingponeselfpinpwords;pmakingpapspeech.29p Itp means 
thatp besidesp masteringp listening,p readingp andp writing,p thep learners 
shouldpalsop masterp speakingp asp onep ofp goalp ofp learningp English. 
Speakingpskillpispthepabilityptopuseptheplanguagepforpexpressingp idea. 
Inpaddition,pspeakingpskillpispapdifficultponeptopassesspwithpprecision, 
becausepspeakingpispapcomplexpskillptop acquire.p Thep followingp five 
componentsparepgenerallyprecognizedp inp analysisp ofp speechp process 
suchp asp vocabulary,p grammar,p pronunciation,p fluencyp and 
comprehensionpthatpalreadypexplainedpbefore. 
Frompthepstatementspabove,pitpcanpbepconcludedpthatpspeaking 
abilitypispabilityptopexpress ideas,popinions,pthoughts,pexperiencesp and 
feelingspbypusingpEnglishpwithpgoodpmasterypofpgrammar, vocabulary, 
pronunciation, fluencypandpcomprehension. 
 
                                                             
29 H. Douglas Brown, Op.Cit., p.157. 
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E. Concept of Problems in Learning Speaking 
 
1. Definition of Problems 
 
In Oxford Learning’s Pocket dictionary the word ‘problem’ is 
thingp thatp difficultp top dealp withp orp understand.30pSo, problem is 
situation, person, or thing that difficult to understand something andpneeds 
attentionpthenpneedsptopbepdealtporpsolved. According to Margono, 
problem is a gap between the expectations of something that should be the 
reality. For example, the gap between the overflowing number of high 
school graduates in hopes of accommodating ability of university.31 It 
means that the cause of problem in mastering English are some differences 
between English and Indonesian such as pronounce, grammar, and phrase.  
 
It can be concluded that problempispthingpthatpdifficultpto deal 
andpunderstand,pproblempoccurpbecauseptherepispapgap between the 
expectation or something and reality. To solve the probem we need to 
understand the problem and cause of the problem occur.  
 
2. Problems in Learning 
Thereparepmanypreasonspforpproblempoccur in learning. Itpcan 
see frompstudents’ reaction to theirpteacher’spbehavioural,pfrompother 
factorspinsidepthep classroom,p orp fromp outsidep factor,p accordingp to 
Harmerpproblempinplearningpaspfollows :  
                                                             
30 Victoria Bull, Oxford Learner’s Pocket Dictionary (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2008), p.350.  
31 Margono, Metode Penelitian Pendidikan (Yogyakarta: Renika Cipta, 2010), p.54. 
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a. Thepfamily:p students’p experiencesp inp theirp familiesp havep a 
profoundp influencep onp theirp attitudesp top learningp andp to 
authory.  
b. Education:p previousp learningp experiencesp ofp allp kindsp 
affectpstudents’pbehavioral. 
c. Self-esteem:pself-esteemp mayp resultp partlyp fromp teacher 
approvalp (especiallyp forp children),p fromp ap student’sp peer 
(especiallypforp adolescents).  
d. Boredom;pwhenpstudentsparepengagedpwithpaptaskporp ap topic 
theyparepunlikelyptopbehavepdisruptivelypbutpifptheyplosepthat 
engagementptheypmaypmisbehave.  
e. External factors: some external factors may effect students’ 
behaviour too. If they are tired they are unable to concentrate. If 
the classroom is too hot or too cold this may result in students 
being too relaxed or too nervy.32 
In short, problem in learning is important to detect such as inside 
nd outside classroom or basically problem occur by students’ family, ther 
previous learning experiences,pself-eestemporpaptopicptheyparepunlikely. 
Besidespofpthepproblempaboveptherepispproblempinpexternal fromptheir 
ownpself,pitplikepthepclassroompisptoophot,porpanypotherpproblem.  
 
                                                             
32 Jeremy Harmer, Op. Cit., pp. 126-128. 
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Other expert Kumaravadivelu states that problem in learning refers 
to learner internal and leaner external factors, the factors as follow:  
a. Individualpfactors:pagepandpanxiety. 
b. Negotiationpfactors:pinteractionpandpinterpretation. 
c. Tacticalp factors:p learningp strategiesp andp communication 
strategies. 
d. Affectivepfactors:pattitudespandpmotivation.  
e. Knowledge factors: languagepknowledgep andp metalanguage 
knowledge. 
f.  Environmentalpfactors:pseducational and socialpcontext.33 
 
In short, problem in learning base on Kumaravadivelu is outcome 
of learner factors and outside of learner factors. Learner factors or internal 
factors are individual factors, and affective factors, besides or internal 
factors there are external factors or outside of learner factors as tactical 
factors, knowledge factors, negotiation factors, and environmental factors.  
 
Based on several explanations about learning problem above there 
are similarities and contradiction, It can be concluded that there are two 
board factors that influenced in learning: Internalpfactors such as age, 
anxiety,pboredom,pself-esteem, attitude, motivation, andpexternal factors 
such as family, other education, strategy in learning and the classrooms. 
 
                                                             
33 B. Kumaravadivelu, Understanding Language Teaching from Method to Postmethod, 
(London: Lawrence Erbaum Associates Publisers, 2006) p.30. 
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3. Problems in Learning English 
Stern states that learning English influenced by learner factors, the 
factors as follow:  
a. The optimal age question: one of interpretation which should only 
be asked after the age specific characteristic of language learning 
have previously been established. 
b. Language aptitude and other codnitive factors: experience that 
some language  learners appear to have a gift for languages which 
other lack. And the cognitive qualities that an individual must 
bring to bear upon language learning, the identification of a few 
vbasic characteristics of school learning, such as word knowledge, 
verbal intelligence, reasoning, and school achievement. 
c. Affective and personality factors: learners declare their feeling and 
intentions with their feet when they opt for or turn away from, 
language classes. Thesep studiesp focusedp onp learners,p social 
attitude,pvalues,pandp thep motivationp ofp learnersp inp realtionp 
topotherplearnerpfactorspandptheplearningpoutcome.34  
 
In short, to get new information in English subject someone has to 
conscious about the problem which happens because of the differences age 
characteristic and previously language learning, everyone shortage, learner 
                                                             
34 H.H.Stern, Fundamental Concept of Language Teaching, (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1991), p.361. 
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feeling and attentions in the class, focused on social attitudes, values, 
motivation, and also relationship. 
 
Other experts that explain about problem in learning English are 
Praveen and Patel, the problem as follow: 
a. Motivation: thought speechpthatpchildplearnptoporganizephis 
perceptionpandpregulatephispbehaviourpandpmentalpactivities. 
b. Reinforcment:pmakespanypresponseppowerful. 
c. Attention:p mentalp processp ofpstudentspwhichpdecidesptheprole 
ofpstudents’pinvolvementpinpteachingplearningpprocess. 
d. Memory:phumanpbrainpispstorephousepofpmemory. 
e. Habitpformation:pifpwepwantptoplearnplanguagepwepshouldptake 
itpinppractice.pAcquiringpnewphabitpispthepresultpofplearning.35 
In short, Praveen and Patel state that something that influences of 
learning English are outcome of learner own self, the factors as learner 
motivation, positive response, process to give attentions, a human brain, 
and new habitual action.  
Based on several explanations about the problem in learning 
English, the researcher concluded that two experts above have a similar 
opinion. Something that influences of learning English are learner factor, 
the factors that occur are the age factor, language aptitude and other 
cognitive factors such as human brain, response, few basic characteristics 
                                                             
35 M. Praveen and M.E.Patel, English Language Teaching (Jaipur: Sunsire Publishers, 
2008), pp. 41-45. 
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school learning, attention, and also effective and personality factors as 
attention, motivation, and habitual action.   
 
4. Problems in Learning Speaking 
Students’pproblempinpspeakingpactivitypusuallypcomespfrompthe 
difficultiesp inp speakingp activityp facedp byp students,p suchp asp the 
problemsp ofp themp fearp ofp makingp mistakesp comep frompthepskillp 
factorpofpdifficultiespfacedpbypstudents.pItpispsupportedp by Thornbury 
states thatpthepdifficultiespthatplearnerpspeakerpfacespbreakp downp into 
twopmainpareapaspfollow: 
1) Knowledgepfactors:ptheplearnerspdopnotp yetp knowp aspectsp of 
languagepthatpenablepproduction.pTheypareplackp ofp knowledge 
ofptheplanguagepandplackpofp practicep ofp interactivep speaking 
itself,pforpwepknowpthatpEnglishpispapcomplexp language.p The 
knowledgepaboutpEnglishpthatpshouldpbepmasteredp byp learners 
in order to understand about English itself wholly, such as the 
knowledgepofpgrammar,ppronunciation,p orp vocabulary,p exactly 
will support the students’ learning, so the students will not face 
great difficulties in learning. In addition, after having knowledge 
about language, it is better for the students to practice more, for it 
is important factor to improve speaking proficiency. If the students 
never practice, it is rather impossible for them to master English 
easily in learning. 
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2) Skillpfactors:p thep students’p knowledgep isp notp sufficiently 
automatedptopensurepfluency.pAspresultpmaypalsop bep affective 
factorsp suchp asp lackp ofp confidencep whichp mightp inhibit 
fluency.36 Although we have enough knowledge and often practice 
by ourselves, but we do not have confidence to perform in front of 
many people, we will still have difficulty exactly in learning 
speaking. Hence, to be a good speaker, we should have enough 
confidence. Finally, we will have good skill of speaking and 
become a good speaker. 
 
According to Harmer there are three aspects of language enable 
production, they are: pronunciation, grammar, and vocabulary. That three 
aspects shouldpmasteredpby the studentspto improve theirpskill in 
learning speaking. Besides, teacher also should be able to encourage the 
students to explore themselves to develop speaking skills. It can be 
practiced by trying to interact with others in the class. So,ptheypcanpbe 
challenged to expose their ability in speaking support from their 
teacher.pIn this casepthepteacherpmaypalsopgivepthepopportunityptop 
explorep thep studentp byp givingp ap themep andp studentsp willp bep 
practiced using picture as a media, and also students can communicate in 
the target language.37 
 
                                                             
36 Scott Thornbury, Op.Cit., p.39. 
37 Jeremy Harmer, Op. Cit., p.269.  
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According to Juhana, there are some factors that included in 
psychological factors that related with second languageplearningpamong 
themparepaspfollows: 
1. LackpofpMotivation 
    Motivation is the power of some who will achieve something. 
2. Anxiety 
Anxiety,psimplypspeakingpispapkindpofptroubledpfeelingpinpthe  
mind. 
3. Self-confidence 
Self-confidencepispthepmostpsignificantpinplanguagep learning.p It 
providesplearnerspwithp thep motivationp andp energyp top become 
postivepaboutptheirpownplearning.  
4. Shyness 
Shyness is one of the difficulties that every student faces while 
learning a new language and factor that cause reluctant to speak in 
English class.  
5. Students' fear of ridicule or laughter.38 
 
Basedponpthepstatementspabove,pmanypfactorspandpreasonspthat 
makep studentsp havep difficultiesp inp learningp speaking.p Therefore,p 
a teacherp shouldp bep ablep top makep thep atmospherep inp thep class 
interestingporderpthatpstudents'pdifficultiespinplearningpEnglishp canp be 
                                                             
38 Juhana, Psychological Factors That Hinder Students from Speaking in English Class, 
Tanggerang, 2012, p.101. 
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overcome. Thepwaysptopovercomeparepsuchpaspteachingpthepstudents 
inp orderp top havep ap highp confidence,p givingp themp motivationp in 
learningpEnglish,pandplatterpgivingpthempgreatpsupport.pTherefore,p the 
processpof plearningpinpthepclassroompcanptakepplacepwithpconvenient 
becausepstudentspdop notphavepmorepdifficultiespofplearningpspeaking. 
 
5. Causes of Problem in Learning Speaking 
According to Zhang,pthepmost difficultpskillptopmasterpforpthe 
majoritypofpEnglishpplearners,p andp theyp arep stillp incompetentp in 
communicatingporallypinpEnglish.39 Based on the Oxford said that said 
that speaking in English is a stressful thing for students. That's because 
they feel that they are afraid to make mistakes related to grammar and also 
lack of vocabulary in English to facilitate their speaking activities.40  
AccordingptopUr,pthereparepmany factors that cause of problem in 
speaking,pandptheypareaspfollows: 
1. Inhibition.pStudentsp arep worriedp aboutp makingp mistakes, 
fearfulpofpcriticism,porpsimplypshy. 
2.pNothingp top say.p Studentsp havep nop motive  to  express 
themselves. 
3.pLowporpunevenpparticipation.pOnlyponepparticipantp canp talkp 
atpaptimepbecausepofplargepclassespand theptendencypofpsome 
                                                             
39 Zhang, S, The role of input, interaction, and output in the developmentof oral fluency. 
English Language Teaching, 2009, pp.91–100. 
40 Oxford, R. Language learning strategies: what every teacher should know. Boston: 
Heinle&Heinle, 1990. 
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students topdominate,pwhilepotherspspeakpveryplittleporpnotpat 
all. 
4.pMother-tonguep use.p Learnersp whop sharep thep samep mother 
tongueptendptopusepitpbecausepitpispeasier and because learners 
feelplesspexposedpifptheyparepspeakingptheirpmotherptongue.41 
 
In addition, Brown states that points out that clustering, reduced forms, 
performance variables, and colloquial language are the cause of factors that 
make speaking difficult. These difficulties related to linguistic problems will 
be explained in this below: (1) Clustering. Fluent speech is phrasal not word 
by word. Learners can organize their output both cognitively and physically 
(in breath groups) through such clustering. (2) Reduced forms. Contractions, 
elisions, reduced vowels, etc; all form special problems in teaching spoken 
English. Students who do not learn colloquial contractions can sometimes 
develop a stilted, bookish quality of speaking that in turn stigmatizes them. 
(3) Performance variables. One of the advantages of spoken language is that 
the process of thinking as you speak allows you to manifest a certain 
number of performance hesitations, pauses, backtracking, and corrections. 
Learners can actually be taught how to pause and hesitate. For example, in 
English our “thinking time” is not silent, we insert certain “fillers” such as 
uh, um, well, you know, I mean, like, etc. One of the most salient 
                                                             
41 Ur, Loc.Cit., p.120. 
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differences between native and nonnative speakers of a language is in their 
hesitation phenomena. (4) Colloquial language. Students should be 
reasonably well acquainted with the words, idioms, and phrases of 
colloquial language and get practice in producing these forms.42 
 
Basedponpthepexplanationpabovepthepresearcherpconcludedpthat 
therep arep fourp causep ofp problemsp inp learningp speakingp suchp as 
inhibition,pnothingptopsay,plowspparticipationpandpmotherptonguep use. 
Thosep fourp thingsp arep mostp ofp difficultiesp thatp studentsp often 
encounterpinplearningpspeakingpskill. Bisede that, clustering, reduced 
forms, performance variables, and colloquial language are the cause of 
factors that make speaking difficult. These difficulties related to linguistic 
problems. 
                                                             
42 Brown, H. D. Teaching by Principles: An Interactive Approach to Language Pedagogy, 
Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 2001.  
 CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design  
The researcher used qualitative research in this research. 
AccordingptopAndersonpandpArsenaultpresearchpispap formp ofp inquiry 
thatpexplorespphenomenapinp theirp naturalp settingsp andp usesp multi-
methodsptopinterpret,pundersand,pexplainpandpbringpmeaningptopthem.1 
Based on McMillanpandpSchumacherpstatepthatpqualitativepresearch 
describesp andp analyzesp people’sp individual  andp collectivep social 
actions,pbeliefs,p thoughtsp andp perceptions.2pInp addition,p qualitative 
researhp isppespeciallyp effectiveppinppobtainingp culturallyp spesific 
informationp aboutp thep values,p opinions,p behaviours,p andp social 
contextspofpparticularppopulations.3 
Thep researcherp concludedp thatpqualitativepresearchpispapformp 
ofpinquiryptopgetpinformationpinpwaypofpanalyzesppeople’spindividual 
orpphenomenapinptheirpnaturalpsettings.pBased on the description above, 
thispresearchpusedpqualitativepresearch and the researcher was functioned 
                                                             
1 Gary Anderson and Nancy Arsenault Fundamental, Fundamentals of Educational 
Research (London: The Falmer Press, 2005), p.126. 
2 James H. McMillan and Sally Schumacher, Research in Education: A Conceptual 
Introduction, (New York: Longman, 2001), p.395. 
3 Natasya Mack, et. al. Qualitative Research Methods: A Data Collector’s Field Guide 
(New York: Asaid, 2005), p.1. 
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as andpthe researcher wasSfunctioned as an observer. Thus, in this research, 
the researcher wasZdescribed thepstudents’ problem in learning speaking 
and the cause of problem occured in learningpspeaking.  
B. Population,psample and sampleptechnique 
1. Populationp 
Setiyadip states  thatpallpofptheppeoplepwhopcanpbeptheptarget 
ofpthepresearchparepcalledppopulation.4 In addition, Lodico states that 
aSpopulation is the widerSgroup of individualsSabout which the 
researcherSwants to make statements.5 It meansSthat population in this 
research were all students ofpthepeleventhpgradepofpSMKNp6pBandar 
Lampungpinpthepacademicpyearpofp2018/2019. The number of students 
are 229.  
2. Samplep 
ASsample is a smaller group selected from a larger population (in 
this case, a realistic population) this is representative of the larger 
population. Samplespallowpresearcherptopworkpwithpapsmaller,pmore 
manageablepsubgrouppofptheprealisticppopulation.6 In addition, McMillan 
and Schumacher state thatpthepsamplepcanpbepselectedpfrompaplarge 
numberp groupp of  persons,p identifiedp asp thep population,p orp itp can 
                                                             
4 Ag Bambang Setiyadi, Metode Penelitian Untuk Pengajaran Bahasa Asing Pendekatan 
Kuantitatif dan Kualitatif, (Yogyakarta: Graha Ilmu, 2006), p.38. 
5 Marguerite G. Lodico, Methods in Educational Research from Theory to Practice (San 
Francisco: A Wiley Imprint, 2006), p.140. 
6 Ibid, p.141. 
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simplypreferptopthepgrouppofpsubjectspfrompdataparepcollected.7Sample 
(that is, a subset) ofpappopulationpispselectedpforpanypgivenpstudy.8 In 
conclusion, a sample is a smaller group that ispsubgrouppofpappopulation 
is selectedpforpanypgivenpstudy. In this research the researcher used one 
class as the sample , they were students of XI TPHPI (Teknologi Pengolahan 
Hasil Perikanan) atpthepeleventhpgradepof SMKN 6 Bandar Lampung. 
Based on the preliminary research, the students of XI TPHPI (Teknologi 
Pengolahan Hasil Perikanan) was the class that got under average score in 
learning speaking.  
3. SamplingpTechnique 
Thep methodp top getp thep samplep isp usuallyp calledp sampling 
technique. Based onpthepmostpcommonpsamplingpmethodspusedpin 
qualitativepresearch:ppurposivepsampling,pquotapsampling,pand snowball 
sampling. The researcher used purposivepsampling. Based on Lodico 
statement, purposive sampling is thepsamplingpprocedurepmostpoftenp 
usedpinpqualitativepresearch. Purposive samplingpispap prosedurepwhere 
thepresearcherpidentifiespkeypinformants:p personsp whop havep some 
spesificpknowledgepaboutptheptopicpbeingpinvestigated.9 pAccordingp to 
Eliyana, purposivepsamplingpisptopachievepanpinpdepthpunderstanding 
ofp selectedp individuals ,pnotptopselectpapsamplepthatpwillprepresent 
                                                             
7 James H. McMillan and Sally Schumacher, Op. Cit., p.169. 
8 Natasya Mack, et. al. Op.Cit., p.5. 
9 Marguerite G. Lodico, Op. Cit., p.140. 
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accuratelypapdefinedppopulation.10 In addition, Creswell states that 
purposive sampling is selected individuals and sites for study becausepthey 
canppurposefullypinformpandpunderstandingpofp thep researchp problem 
andpcentralpphenomenonpinpthepstudy.11 
 
C. DatapCollectingpTechnique 
The next step in this research is to choose the data collecting 
technique that can be used. According to Sugiyono, datapcollecting 
techniquepispthe pmainpsteppofpapresearch, becauseptheppurposepofpthe 
researchpis topcollectpdata.12 In this research, thepresearcher collected the 
data using the following technique:  
 
1. Observation 
One of the observation types which the researcher is participant 
observation. According to Sarwono observationpispsystematically 
recordingothepevents,pbehavioral,p objectsp inp viewp andp anotherp thing 
that need support in the research.13 In this research, the researcher did not 
teach the students directly, but just observe the students’ activity in speaking 
class. The researcher collected the data and usedpobservationalpchecklists 
whenpobserving the participantspinpapnaturalpsetting. The researcher 
                                                             
10 Eliyana, Educational Research, Seventh Edition (Oregon: University of Oregon, 1998), 
p.166. 
11 John W. Creswell, Qualitative Inquiry Research Design Choosing among Five 
Approaches (London: SAGE Publications, 2007), p.125 
12 Sugiyono, Metode Penelitian Pendidikan Kuantitatif, Kualitatif and R&D (Bandung: 
Alfabeta, 2012), p.208. 
13 Jonathan Sarwono, Metode Penelitian Kuantitatif & Kualitatif  (Yogyakarta: Graha 
Ilmu, 2006), p.224. 
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observed the class in order to know the process of teaching and learning 
speaking and topknow the students’ problempalso the cause of  thepproblem 
in learning speaking. 
 
2. Interview 
Interviewp isp meeting[of ptwoppersonsptopexchangepinformation 
andpideapthroughpquestionspandpresponses,presultingp in communication 
andp jointp constructionp ofp meaningp aboutp ap particularp topic.14 The 
researcher provides an interview topgainpdeeperpunderstandingpofphow 
thepstudentspinterpretpapsituationporpphenomenonp thatp canp bep gained 
throughpobservation. 
Thepinterviewpused inpcollectingpthepdatapfrompthepteacher as 
supporting instrument. Thepresearcher asked the teacherpabout her opinion 
of the cause of the problem in learning speaking. Thepintendedpofp 
interviewp wasp top gainp deeperp understandingp fromp thep teacher’s 
opinion about the cause ofpstudents’pproblem in learning speaking. 
 
3. Questionnairep 
Sugiyono states that questionnairepis data collection technique that 
uses to giving questions for the respondent to answer the questions.15 
Questionnairep is  documentsp thatp askp thep samep questionsp ofp all 
individualsp inp thep sample. Respondentsp recordp ap writtenp orp typed 
                                                             
14 Ibid, p.231. 
15 Sugiyono, Op.Cit., p. 199. 
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responseptopeachpquestionnairepitem.16 Thepresearcher used theptype of 
an close-ended question. Close-endedpquestionsplimitptheprespondentpto 
thepsetpofpalternativespbeingpoffered. Inpthis research, thepresearcher 
gavep thep questionnairep top allp of  thep studentsp inp thep XIp TPHPI  
(Teknologi Pengolahan Hasil Perikanan) after learning the speaking 
process. 
 
D.  ResearchpInstrument 
Inpthispresearch,pthepresearcherpwaspthepkeypinstrument.17pThe 
instrumentpinpnaturalisticpinquirypispthephuman. Thus,pthepresearcherp 
ispaspanpinstrumentpinpthispresearch.pInpthispcase,pthepresearcherpused 
triangulationpofpmethodptopcollectpthepdata. Thepaimspofptriangulation 
ofpmethodpisp notp top determinep thep truthp aboutp somepsocial 
phenomenon,p ratherp thep purposea ofp triangulationa isp top increasep 
one’sp understandingp ofp whateverp isp beingp investigated.18p Then, 
triangulationp ofp methodp consistp ofp observation,p interviewp and 
questionaire.pThe[descriptionpofpthosepinstrumentsparepaspfollows: 
 
1. Observationp 
Observationpispcollectingpdatapprocesspwhichp inp thisp research 
thep researcherp observesp thep researchp situation.19 Observationp is 
                                                             
16 Eliyana, Loc. Cit 
17 Ibid, p.223. 
18 Ag. Bambang Setiyadi, Op. Cit., p.219. 
19 Ibid, p.239. 
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properlyp usedp inp thep researchp whichp isp relatedp top teachingp 
learningpprocess,pstudent’spactivity,pandpproblempwhichpmayparise.  
Inp thisp research,p thep researcherp wasp collectingp thep datap 
usedpobservationalpchecklistspwhenpobservingpparticipantspinpapnatural 
seting.  Thep  researcherp  took   a   notep  duringp  thep  learningp  
speakingp process. Inp thisp case,p thep researcherp wrote,p analyzedp 
andpmade inferencep aboutp thep objectp undero study.p Thep researcherp 
used specificationpaspfollows: 
Table 1 
SpecificationpofpObservation 
 
Component ofpObservation Number of Question Total 
Item 
Topknow the teachers’ procedure inpteaching 
and learning speaking  
1,2,3,4,5,6,7 7 
Topknowpthepstudents’pproblempinplearning 
speaking 
8,9,10,11,12,13 6 
To know the cause of problem in learning 
speaking 
14,15,16,17 4 
Total  17 
 
 
2. Interviews 
Interviewsp arep goodp researchh techniquesp whenp youp wantp to 
knowp whatp peoplep thinkp orp feelp aboutp something.20p Accordingp to   
Stainbackp inp Sugiyono,p interviewingp providep thep writerp means to 
gainpapdeeperpunderstandingpofphowpthepstudentspinterpretpapsituation 
orp phenomenonp thatp canp bep gainedp throughp observation.21pItp 
                                                             
20 Kristin G Esterberg, Qualitative Methods in Social Research, (New York: Mc.Graw 
Hill,2002), p.37. 
21 Sugiyono, Op.Cit., p.232. 
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meanspthatpinterviewpispapconversationp betweenp twop peoplep where 
askedp byp thep interviewerp top gainp deeperp understanding through 
observation. 
 
Inpthispresearch,pthepinterviewpusedpinp collectingp datap forpthe 
teacher as supporting instrument. Thepresearcherpinterviewedpthepteacher 
aboutpherpopinion of the cause of problems in learning speaking that she 
faced in the class. Futhermore, thispinterviewed aims topmakepsurepabout 
thep resultp ofp thep observation  and  got  morep datap relatingp top this 
research. Theptopicspofpinterviewpcouldpbepdescribedpaspfollows : 
Tablep2 
InterviewpGuideline 
 
Aspectp(s) Indicatorp Nop 
Itemk 
Totalk 
Iteml 
The important of learning 
English 
The teacher’s opinion about the 
important of learning English 
especially speaking 
1 1 
The Problem in Learning 
Speaking 
The students’ problem in 
learning speaking 
2 1 
 
The cause of students’ 
problem  
The student’s cause of problem 
in learning speaking 
3,4,5,6, 
7 
7 
 
3. Questionnaire 
Instrument in thispresearchpis questionnaire. Inpthis research, the 
researcherpused theptype of  close questionnaires. Based on Arikunto close 
questionnaires is the question which the respondents can directly answer.22 
Question formats in this research used multiple choices. Multiplepchoice 
questionspexceptptheprespondentpwerepgivenpapchoicepofpanswerspand 
                                                             
22 Marguerite G. Lodico, Op. Cit., p.113. 
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musto checkpone. Distinctpchoicespmaypmakepthepanalysispeasierpand 
theypprovidepnaturalpgroupingspforpcomparingprespondentspofpvarious 
types.23  
Inpconclusion, thepresearcherpused close questionnaireptopgetpthe 
detailpinformationpofpstudents’pproblem in learningpspeaking and the 
cause of problem in learning speaking. The researcher used the specification 
of questionnaire as follows: 
 
Tablep3 
SpecificationpofpQuestionaire 
 
ComponentpofpQuestionnaire Numberpof 
Question 
TotalpItem 
To know students’ problem in learning 
speaking 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 10 
To know the cause of the problem in 
learning speaking 
11,12,13,14,15 5 
Total  15 
 
 
E. ResearchpProcedure 
Top obtainp thep accurate  of  the[ data,p thep researcherp followedp 
thepproceduresoofpresearchpinpthepfollowingpsteps,ptheypwere : 
1. Thepresearcherpchosepthepschoolpandpthepsubjectpofpthepresearch. 
2. Thepresearcherp camep top thep classp withpthepteacherp inp orderp 
topmakepobservationp whenp teachingp learningp process was 
conducted 
                                                             
23 Gary Anderson and Nancy Arsenault, Op. Cit., p.182. 
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3. Afterpteachingplearningpprocessphaspbeenpfinishedpbypthepteacher, 
thepresearcherpgavepthepquestionnaireptopthepstudents. 
4. Thep researcherp interviewedp thep teacherp top knowp herp opinion 
referringptopthepcausepof[thepstudents’pproblempfacedp inp learning 
speaking. 
5. Analyzingpthepdatapandpinterpretingpthepdata.  
Top countp thep percentagep ofp students’presponsepinpquestionnaire, 
researcherpusedpthepformulapaspfollow: 
 
P = Numberpofppercentage 
f = Obtainedpvalue 
n = Totalpnumberpofpsample   
 
Firstly, thep researcherp identifiedp thep researchp problems.  
Here,p thep researcherp observedp thep processp ofp teachingp learning 
speaking, recognizes the students’ problem in learning speaking and the 
cause of students’ problem in learning speaking.  
Secondly, thepresearcherpreviewedpthepliterature. Itpmeanspthat 
thepresearcherphaspsomepbasicptheoriespthatprelatedp top thep research. 
Thepgrandptheoriespthatpthepresearcherpusedpinp thisp researchp were 
theorypof  the problems in learning speaking.      
 Thepthirdpprocedurepofpthispresearchpwas specified a purpose for 
this research. Theppurposespofp this presearchp werep thep answerspof 
researchp problemp thatp thep researcherp made.p Nextp procedurep was 
P = f/n x 100 % 
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collectedpthepdata. Thepresearcherpcollectedpthepdatapbypobserving, 
interviewingp andp givingp questionnaire. Thep lastp procedurepwas 
reportingpandpevaluatingpresearch. Afterpconducting thepresearch, the 
researcherpdevelopedpapwrittenpreport. 
 
F. DatapTrustworthines 
Inpthe qualitativepresearch, thepresearcher revealspthe datapaspthe 
realp lifep ofp thep subject.pThisp qualitativep researchp usedp some 
methodologiesptopkeeppthepvaliditypofpthepdatapinporderptophave more 
accuratepconclusion. Topmade thepdatapvalidptriangulationpisoemployed. 
Qualitative validity means that the researcher was checked for the accurancy 
of foundings by employing certain procedures.24 The technique usedpto 
improvepthepvaliditypofpdatapin qualitativepresearchpwasptriangulation, 
there were six kindspofptriangualtion,ptherepare  as  follows : 
1. Triangulationpofp time,p triangulationp ofp timephasptwopform,p there 
arep cross-sectionalp andp longitudinal.p Inp cross-sectional,p data 
collectionpcarriedpoutpinpthepsameptimep withp thep differentp group 
butpinptheplongitudial, datapcollectionpcarriedpoutpfromothepsame 
grouppwithpdifferentptime. 
2. Triangulationpofpplace. Inptriangulationpofpplaceptopmakepthepdata 
collectionpmorepaccurate, itpcanpbepdonepusingpdifferentpplacepfor 
similarpdata. 
                                                             
24 Ibid, p.190.  
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3. Triangulationpofptheory. Inptriangulationpofptheory,pdatapcollection 
ispcollectedpbasedponpdifferentptheoryoorpbyp analyzingp thep same 
datapwithpdifferent[theory.  
4. Triangulationpofpmethod. Inotriangulationpofpmethodpthepresearcher 
usepdifferentpmethodpforpcollectingpsimilarpdata. 
5. Researcherptriangulation. Inpresearcherptriangulation,pforpcollecting 
thepsamepdata, itpwillpbepdonepbyosomeppeople.  
6. Triangulationpofpmethodology. Inptriangulationpofpmethodology,pthe 
datap collectedp fromp thep samep learningp processp withp different 
approach, namelyp quantitativep andp qualitativepso,pthepresearcher 
collectpthepbothpofpdatapfrompthosepapproach.25 
Inpthispresearch, thepresearcherpusedptriangulationpofpmethod. In 
triangulationpofpmethod,pthep researcherp usedp threep datap collecting 
techniques;p theyo arep observation,p interview,p andp questionnaire.p The 
observationpwaspfocusponpthepstudents’pprocessp inp learningp speaking 
andpproblempfacedpbypthepstudents. Interviewpandpquestionnairepwas 
conductedp top getp thep datapwhichpcanpbepusedptopmakepsurep aboutp 
thepresultpofpobservation.    
G. DatapAnalysis 
Datap analysis isp thepprocesspofporganizingpthepdatapinporderp 
to obtainpregularitypofppatternpofpformpof thepresearch. Accordingpto 
                                                             
25 Ag. Bambang Setiyadi, Op.Cit., pp.346-347. 
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MilespandpHubermanpthereparepthreepcurrentpflowspofpactivity :pdata 
reduction,pdatapdisplay,p andp conclusionp drawingp orp verification.26 
Thesep arep clearp explanationp aboutp datap analysisp processp ofp this 
research: 
1. DataoReduction 
 Datap reductionp refersp top thep processp ofp selecting,p focusing, 
simplifying,p abstractingp andp transformingp thep datap thatp appearp in 
writtenpuppfieldpnotesporptranscriptions. Inpdatapreductionpthepmasspof 
dataphasptopbeporganizedpandpmeaningfullypreducedporpreconfigured.27 
Inpthispcase,pthepresearcherpselectedpthepdatapderived from observation 
onpteachingpandplearningpprocess, interviewedptopthepteacherpandpgave 
questionnaireptopthepstudents.   
2. DatapDisplay 
Datap displayp isp secondp componentp orp levelp inp Milesp  and 
Hubermanpmodelpofpqualitativepdatapanalysis.28 Apdisplaypcanpbepan 
extendedp piecep of textporpapdiagram,pgraph,pchart,ptableporpmatrixp 
thatpprovidespappnewp wayp ofp arrangingp thinkingp aboutp thep more 
textuallypembeddedpdata. Atpthepdisplaypstage,padditional,phigherporder 
categoriesp orp themesp mayp emergep fromp thep datap thatp gop beyondp 
thosep firstp discoveredp duringp thep initialp processp ofp datap reduction. 
                                                             
26 Matthew B. Miles and A. Michael Huberman, Qualitative Data Analysis, (Thousand 
Oaks :  Sage Publications, 1994), p.10. 
27 Ibid, p.10. 
28 Ibid, p.11. 
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Somep activitiesp inp analyzingp thep datap thatp hasp beenp donep byp the 
researcherpinpdatapdisplaypare:   
a. Observingpthepteachingpandplearningpprocess  
Inpthispsteppthepresearcherpobservedpthepteachingp andp learning 
processp byp thep observationp sheetp to  knowp howp wasp the 
processpofpteachingpandp learningp speaking.p Byp observingp the 
classpthepresearcherp knewp howp wasp thep processp ofp teaching 
andplearningpandpthepstudents’pproblempinplearningpspeaking. 
b. Interviewingptheoteacher  
Inpthispstep,pthep researcherp interviewedp thep teacherp top get 
informationp aboutp whatp wasp thep causesp ofp thep students’ 
problempinplearningpspeakingpandpthepcausepofpthepproblempin 
learningp speaking. By  interviewedp thep teacherp thepresearcher 
knewpwhatpwaspthepcausepofpthepproblemspin learning speaking. 
c. Givingpquestionnaire 
Inpthispstep, thepresearcherpgavepthepquestionnaireptopstudents. 
Thisp stepp conductedp top knowp whatp students’p problemsp in 
learningp speakingp andp thep causep ofp thep problemp occurp in 
learningpspeaking. Frompdisplaypthepdata, thepresearcherpgotpthe 
conclusionpinporderptopanswerpallpaboutpthepresearchp questions 
inpthispresearch.29 
 
                                                             
29 bid, p.11. 
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3. ConclusionpDrawing orpVerivication 
Thep lastp stepp ofp analyzingp thep datap wasp conclusion 
drawingporpverification. Conclusionpdrawingpinvolvespsteppingpbackpto 
consider what the analyzed data mean and to assessptheirpimplicationpfor 
thep questionsp atp hand. Verificationpisplinkedptopconclusionpdrawing, 
entailsprevisingpthepdatapaspmanyptimes as necessary to cross-check or 
verifies these emergent conclusions. Verification refers to the process which 
is able to explain the answer of research questions and research objectives.30 
Inpthis step, the researcher drew the conclusion and verified the 
answeroofpresearchpquestionpthatohavepbeenpdone in displaying the data 
bypcomparingpthepobservationpdata,pinterviewpdatapandpdocumentation 
data. Thus,pthepresearcherpgotpthepconclusionpaboutpstudents’pproblem 
inp learningp speakingp abilityp atp thep firstp semesterp atp thep eleventh 
grade ofp SMKNp 6p Bandarp Lampungp inp thep academic  year of 
2018/2019. 
  
                                                             
30 Ibid, p.11. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
A. ResearchpImplementation 
Thep researcher conducted thep research top knowp thep processpof 
teachingpandplearning speaking andpproblempfacedpbypthepstudentspat 
SMKN 6 BandarpLampung. Thepresearcherpdidpthepresearchpbypusing 
observation, interview and questionnaire as research instruments.   
In doingpobservation, thepresearcherpobservedpthepteacherpandpthe 
students in process of teaching and learning speaking andp also 
conditionporpthepclass’spatmoshpherepduringplearning speakingpprocess 
in order to know the students’ problem and the cause of the problem faced 
by students. After that, thep nextp instrumentp wasp questionnaire.pThe 
researcher gavep questionnairep top studentsp afterp teachingp andplearning 
speaking, the questionnaire was aimed to find out the students’ problem in 
learning speaking and thepcausepofpproblempinplearning speaking. Then, 
the researcher interviewed the teacher to support the data observation and 
questionnaire to know the causes of problems faced bypthe students in 
learning speaking. 
 
Thepresearchpwas conducted to thepeleventh gradepstudentspatpthe 
firstpsemesterpof SMKN 6 BandarpLampungpinpthepacademicpyearpof 
2017/2018. Thepresearcherpconductedptheppreliminarypresearch on May 
15th 2017pandpthe researchpfrom September 14th to October 3rdp2018.pIn 
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thispresearch,pthepresearcherpincludedpthepdateporpplannedpschedulespof 
workpaspfollows:  
1. OnpMay 15th, the researcherpconductedptheppreliminarypresearchpin 
SMKNp6pBandarpLampung. 
2. OnpSeptember 14th, the researcher met the headmaster and got 
permission to do the research at SMKN 6 Bandar Lampung. 
3. Onp September 28th, thep researcher metp thep Englishp teacher to 
discuss theplessonpplanp ofp speaking andpalsopaskedpaboutptime 
schedulepofpEnglishpclass.  
4. OnpSeptember 28th, thepresearcherpconductedpthepobservationpin 
thepclasspand gave the questionnaire to the students. 
5. On October 3rd, the researcherpconductedpthepsecondpobservationpin 
thepclasspandpinterviewedpteacher.  
B. Data Analysis 
Afterpcollectingpthepdata,pthepresearcherpanalyzedpthepdatapgained 
frompobservation,pinterview,pandpquestionnaire. AccordingptopSugiyono, 
thereparepthreepmajorpphasespofpdatapanalysis,ptheypare datap reduction, 
datapdisplay, andpconclusionpdrawingpofpverification. 
 
1. Data Reduction 
Datap reductionp isp thep firstp componentp orp levelp inp  modelp of 
qualitativepdatapanalysispof Sugiyonoptheory. It refers to make summary, 
choosing and focusing on the important things and skipping the things 
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which are not important.1   Inpthispcase, the researcher selectedpwhich 
datapthatpusedpinpherpresearch. In this research, thepresearcher used 
observation, interview and questionnaire to collectpthepdata. The 
observationp  andp questionnairep were the main  instrumentp inp this 
research, whereaspinterviewpbecamepthepsupportingpinstrument. Inpthis 
step, thepresearcherpanalyzedpthepdatapbasedponpeachpinstrument.pThe 
researcherpselectedpthepdatapfrompobservationponpprocessp ofp teaching 
andplearningpspeakingpandpgavepquestionnaireptopthepstudents.  
a) Observations 
Thep researcher employed anp observation.p Thep observationp was 
conductedptopknow thepprocesspofpteachingpandplearning speaking that 
conducted in two meetings and students’ problem and the cause of the 
problem in learning speaking. Everypmeetingphadpthepdifferentpactivities 
butp thep titlep ofp materialsp wasp thep same. Inpthepfirstpmeeting,pthe 
teacherpconductedppre-activity,pwhilst-activitypandppost-activity.Forpthe 
secondpmeetingpwaspthepcontinuationpfrompthepfirstpmeeting. 
Thep researcher observed thep process ofp teaching andp learning 
speaking, and students’ problem and the cause of the problem in learning 
speaking during teaching and learning speaking. In thepobservation 
prosess, thepresearcher preparedpthepobservationpchecklistpandprecorder 
toprecordpthepteachingpandplearningpprocess. Thepdatapofpobservation 
haspbeenpidentifiedpaspdescribedpinpfollowingpdiscussion. 
 
                                                             
1 Sugiyono, Metode Penelitian Pendidikan Kuantitatif, kualitatif and R and D 
(Bandung: Alfabeta, 2012), p.341. 
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1) FirstpMeeting 
Inpthepfirstpmeeting, thepresearcherpconductedpthepresearchpon 
Friday, September 28th,2018, in the morning. Beforepteachingpand 
learningpwaspbegun,pthepteacherppreparedpthepmaterialp inp advanced. 
Thepprocesspof teachingplearning speaking inpthepfirstpmeetingpwas as 
follows:  
a. Pre -pactivityp 
Inppre-activity, the teacher opened the class by greetings thatpwas 
respondedpbypallpstudents. The students was respondedploudlypwith 
enthusiasm, butpsomepof them was lesspresponded. Afterpthat, one of 
thepstudent lead theppray to the other students by using English. After 
that, thepteacherpcheckedpthepstudents’pattendance. Thenpshe explained 
the basic competencies and thepaimed of the study. After that she 
explained the material which should be learnt in this meeting. 
b. Whilst Activity 
The teacher showed the example of some expressions such as; “No 
Parking!”, “Do not Distrub” and etc. Afterpthat, thepteacherpaskedpthe 
studentspto repeated thepexpression again and again. Afterpthat, the 
teacherpaskedpthepstudentspwhat the meaning of the expression that 
have been mentioned. Then, the students guess the answer. After that, the 
teacher asked what kind of place that they would found the expression 
and the students answered confidently. Afterpthat, thepteacher wrote and 
explainedpthepmaterialpthat they learnt about expression of “Warning” 
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and gave them more example. The teacher asked the meaning of some 
examples but the students got difficult to answer it. Some of students did 
not know the vocabulary and could not pronounce the world correctly of 
the expression that given by the teacher and they just opened online 
dictionairy. Afterpthat, thepteacher divided the studentspinto fourpgroups 
consistedp3 or 4pstudents. Then,pthepteacherpasked them topfind out the 
place that consisted by the warning expression. And then, the teacher 
gave the students time to find the place that consisted of warning 
expression. After that, the teacher asked one of students from their own 
groups to read aloud the expression and explained the place that 
consisted of warning expression in front of the class.  
c. Postpactivity  
Inp thep postp activity,  thep teacher  did  not  conclude  the 
material.pThenpshepclosedpthepmeeting and also the teacher did not do 
the evaluation, she just ended the class when the time was up. 
Basedp onp thepdatapthatptakenpinpfirstpobservation, thepprocessp 
ofp teachingp andp learning  speakingp wasp quitep good.  Thep teacherp 
taughtp thep studentsp basedp onp model  of  discovery  learning. 
Nevertheless, there was step thatpskippedpinpteachingpandplearning 
processpthatpwaspevaluation. Thepteacherpdidpnot ask thepstudents in 
the last activity whether they understand or not and did not give them a 
task. Futhermore, in the result of observation, the reseracher found some 
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problems and the cause of problems occured ( see Appendix 4B on page 
108).  
2) Secondpmeeting  
Inpthepsecondpmeeting,pthepresearcherp conductedp thepresearch 
onpWednesday, 3rd Octoberp2018. Beforepteachingpandplearningpwere 
done, thepteacherppreparedptopcontinuedpthe[materialpthatpwouldpbe 
taught. 
a. Pre-activity  
Inppre-activity,pthep classp wasp openedp byp greetingp thatp was 
respondedpbypallpstudents. Manypofpthemprespondedploudlyptopshow 
theirpanthusiasmpandpfewpofpthemprespondedpcalmly. Afterpthat,pthe 
teacherp checkedp thep students’ pattendance. Thenp shep askedp the 
studentspaboutpthepmaterialpthatphadpbeenpdiscussedpinplastpmeeting. 
Manypstudentsphadpforgottenpaboutpthepmaterialp inp previous 
meeting. Afterpthat,pshepreviewedptheplesson. Inpthepsecondpmeeting, 
therep werep notp manyp differencesp inp thep teachingp andp learning 
processpwithpthepfirstpmeetingpbut[thepteacherpdidpnotpexplainedpthe 
aimedpofpthepstudy. 
b. Whilstpactivity 
Thepteacherptoldpthepstudentspthatptheypwerepin speakingpclass 
andpwould studypabout warning expression again. She just took the 
media of learning such an example of expression that written in the 
unique paper. And then she asked them to read aloud the expression 
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that she showed. The students directly read and some of them again 
could not pronounce the word by word correctly. After that, the teacher 
asked them the meaning, but only a few students that could aswered it. 
Then, the teacher explained about the warning expression and the 
function of it and also the way how to express the warning expression 
corectly. The students were listen to her carefully. Afterpthat,pthe 
teacher pdividedpthepstudentspintop4pgroup  that included of 3 to 4 
students. The teacher asked them to make a dialogue using warning 
expression with another example and the students should memorize it. 
After that, the teacher gave them time to do the task with their own 
group. After their finished their work, the teacher asked randomly one 
of the group to come in front of the class and read aloud the dialoge that 
they have been made. The students were difficult to memorize and did 
not confident enough to express the warning expression dialogue that 
they made. 
c. Post-activityk 
Inptheppostpactivity, Inptheplastpsteppthepteacherpjustpconcluded 
theplessonpbyprepeatingpthep materialp thatp hadp learnt. Thep teacher 
did not evaluate in any mistake about the students’ activity. 
Frompthepdatapofpobservationpabove, itpcouldpbepconcludedpthat 
thepdatapofpthepfirstpobservationpandptheosecondp observationp were 
notpthepsame. Inpthepfirstpmeeting, inpmain-activity,pthepteacherpdid 
notpinstructpthepstudentspto being active to talk english butpinpthe 
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second meeting, thepteacherpinstructedpthepstudentspto make a 
dialogue as a guideline in speaking process. Futhermore, in the result of 
observation in second meeting, the reseracher also found some 
problems and the cause of problems occured ( see Appendix 4C on 
page 110). So,pthe researcher neededptopomit orpreducepthepdatapof 
observationpwerepnotpconsistent. 
b) Interviews  
Topsupportpthepdatapofpobservation, thepresearcherphadpemployed 
anpinterviewpwithpthepteacherptopinvestigatep thep causep ofp problem 
facedpbypthepstudentspduringpthepprocessp ofp teachingp andp learning 
speaking. Inpthispresearch,pthe interview was used as supporting 
instrument. Thepresearcherpaskedpsevenpquestionsptopthepteacher.pThe 
questionspconsistedpofpthepteachers opinion about the cause of problem 
in learning speaking (see Appendix 1C on page 93).  Thepresearcher 
askedpabout thepteacher opinion aboutpthepcause of problem in learning 
speaking based on adopted by the theory of  Ur (see on page 39).  
 
c) Questionnaire 
Basedponpthepquestionnairepfilledpbypthepstudents,pthepresearcher 
canpdescribepthatpstudents’presponsepwaspvaried pandpusedpthepclose-
endedpquestionnaire. Thispquestionnaire used to know thepstudents’ 
problem and thepcause ofpthe problem based on the experts’ 
explanations. 
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Thepquestionnairepconsistedpof fifteenth questionsp(seepappendix 
5A on page 112). Thepfirstpuntil the tenth questions wereptopknowpthe 
students’pproblem inplearningpspeaking. Thepeleventhpuntil fifteenth 
questions wereptopknowpthepcause of the students’pproblempinp 
learning speaking. The researcherpaskedpaboutpthepstudents’pproblem 
basedponpadoptedpbypScottpThornburyp(seeponppagep36-38).  
Questionnairep wasp givenp to  thep wholep studentsp inp classpXI 
TPHPI 1 whichpconsistedpof 29pstudents. To make it simple explain, the 
researcher multified each students’ answer with 100% and divided the 
result by the total number of students, then the problem and the cause 
problem would be explained based on the precentage derived from the 
students questionaire result. 
 
2. DatapDisplay 
Datapdisplaypispthepsecondpcomponentp orp levelp inp modelp of 
qualitativep datap analysisp ofp Sugiyono’sp theory.p Ap displayp canp be 
extendedppiecepofptheptextporpapdiagram,pgraph,pchart,ptablepor matrix 
thatp providesp ap newp wayp ofp arrangingp thinkingp abouto thep more 
textuallyp embeddedp data. Inp thisp case,p thepresearcherpanalyzedpthep 
datapthatphadpbeenpreducedpinpdatapreductionpandpdisplayedpitpinpthe 
formp ofp table. Thep analysis wasp donep basedp onp datap collected  
bypeachpinstrument. 
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a) Observation 
Basedponpthepdatapshowedpinpthepdatapreduction,pinpthisppartpthe 
datapgoingptopbepidentifiedpandpdisplayedp thep resultp ofp observation 
forptwopmeetingsptopknowpthep processp ofp teachingp andp learning 
speaking, the students’pproblempandpthe cause ofpthe students’pproblem 
in learning speaking. The observationpwas in form of the table that 
contained the aspect that measured the teacher learing process and 
problem and the cause of the problem faced by the students (see appendix 
4B and 4C on pages 108 and 110). Based on the observation above, pit 
couldpbepseenpaspfollows: 
1. Firstpmeeting 
Table 4 
ObservationpSheetpinpthepFirstpMeeting 
 N
o 
Aspects Ye
s 
No Explanation 
A
. 
Process: Planning,pdoing,pandpevaluation 
 1. Teacherpgive some greetings 
to thepstudentspandptakepthe 
attendanceplist. 
√  Thepteacher asked the 
students’ condition and 
checked the students’ 
attendanceplistponepbypone. 
 2. The teacher explains about 
the purpose of learning. 
√  The teacher explained the 
purpose of learning. 
 3. The teacher give the example 
about warning 
√  The teacher gave the example  
about warning using 
expression such as; No 
Parking, Do not Distrub, No 
Smoking etc. The students 
should repeat topreadp 
theptext, thenpthe teacher 
asked them to guess the 
meaningpof it. 
 4. The teacher explained the 
material and ask the question 
related to the material which 
√  The teacher explained the 
material, the meaning of the 
warning expression and the 
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they going to learn. students answered which place 
that usually the warning used. 
 5. The teacher divides the 
students into some groups to 
arrange the example related 
to the material 
√  The teacher divided the 
students into 4 groups that 
consisted 3 or 4 students, then 
the teacher asked them to 
found another warning 
example and where usually it 
used. 
 6. The teacher ask the randomly 
group to read in front of the 
class. 
√  Then the teacher asked one 
student that was choosen 
randomly from the group to 
read in front of the class , and 
next another one students from 
the other groups was also read 
in front of the class. 
 7. Evaluation, the teacher gives 
evaluations if any mistake 
about the students’ activity. 
 √ The teacher did not do the 
evaluation, she just ended the 
class when the time was up. 
B
. 
Students’  Problem: 
 8. Do the students know the 
aspects of language that 
enable production in learning 
speaking? 
 √ The students knew the aspects 
of language but almost all 
students did not know the 
aspects of language that enable 
production in learning 
speaking. 
 9. Do the students have enough 
vocabulary to speak in 
english? 
 √ The students did not have 
enough vocabulary to speak in 
english, because the still open 
their book and online 
dictionairy when the teacher 
asked them the meaning. 
 10
. 
Do the students use grammar 
when they are speaking 
English? 
 √ The students did not use 
grammar when they were 
speaking english. 
 11
. 
Do the students practice 
english more to improve their 
speaking proficiency? 
 √ Only some students that were 
interested in english which do 
more  practice to improve their 
speaking proficiency, but 
mostly they never practice it. 
 12
. 
Do the students have a good 
confidence in learning 
speaking? 
√  The students were very 
confident to express 
themselves when they learnt 
speaking process although they 
did not know whether it was 
true or not. 
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Based onp thep displayp ofp thep observationp sheet,  the  researcher 
foundpthatpthepteacherpdidpnotpapply allpofpthepstepspwell. In the post- 
activity the teacher did not conclude the material and she close the meeting 
and also the teacher did not do the evaluation, she just ended the class 
when the time was up. And then, the researcherpfoundpthatpthepstudents’ 
problem in learning speakingpwere not knowing the aspects of students 
that enable production; lacked of vocablary, did not use grammar, never 
practice to speak English and not good enough in pronunciation. In the 
 13
. 
Do the students have a good 
pronunciation in speaking 
english? 
 √ Most of the students had 
difficulties in pronunciation. 
When the students read or try 
to speaking english they were 
just read it with Indonesian 
language style. 
C
. 
The Cause of the Problem:  
 14
. 
Are the students 
oftenpinhibited 
aboutptryingptopsaypthingsp
in 
apforeignplanguagepinpthes 
classroom? 
√  Some students felt 
oftenpinhibited aboutptrying to 
say something using english in 
thepclassroom 
becauseptheypworried to 
pronounce some words 
correctly but they were still 
confident to speak up. 
 15
. 
Do the studentsphave 
difficultiesptopexpress 
themselvespbeyondpthepguil
ty 
feelingpthatptheypshouldpbe
p speaking? 
√  Some students had low 
motivation to express 
something used foreign 
language, so when they learnt 
speaking process some of them 
just silent or passive. 
 16
. 
Do the students have Low or 
uneven participation in the 
classroom? 
 √ The students looked like 
interesed in whole process of 
learning speaking. 
 17
. 
Do the students use 
Mothertongue 
in the classroom? 
√  The students used mother 
tongue in the classroom 
because it was natural for them 
when trying to speak foreign 
language. 
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other hand, mother tongue used was the most cause of students’ problem 
in learning speaking. 
2. Secondpmeeting 
      Table 4.1 
    Observation Sheet inpthepSecondpMeeting 
 No Aspects Yes No Explanationl 
A Process: Planning,pdoing,pandpevaluationl 
 1. Teacherp giveo some 
greetings topthepstudents 
andptakepthepattendancep 
list. 
√  Thepteacher asked the students’ 
condition and check the students’ 
attendanceplistponepbypone.  
 2. Thepteacherpexplains about 
the purpose of learning. 
 √ Thepteacher forgot to explained the 
purpose of learning. 
 3. The teacher askedpthe 
studentspaboutp thepmaterial 
that had been 
discussedpinplastpmeeting. 
 
√  The teacher gave the brainstorming 
what thepmaterial that they 
havepbeen learnt and give the 
students more example related to the 
first meeting. 
 4. The teacher ask the question 
related to the material which 
they have been learnt. 
√  The teacher explained again the 
material, the meaning of the warning 
expression. 
 5.  The teacher divides the 
students into some groups to 
arrange the dialogue related 
to the material.  
√  The teacher  divided the students to 
work in pair and make a dialogue 
using the warning expression that 
the student have learnt. 
 6.  The teacher ask the students  
randomly group to read in 
front of the class. 
√  The students were difficult to 
memorize and did not confident 
enough to express the warning 
expression dialogue that the made. 
 
 7. Evaluation, the teacher gives 
evaluations if any mistake 
about the students’ activity in 
make a dialogue.   
 
 
 √ In the last step the teacher just 
concludedptheplessonpby 
repeatingpthepmaterialpthatphad 
learnt. The teacher did not evaluate 
in any mistake about the students’ 
activity. 
B. Students’  Problem: 
 .8 Do the students know the 
aspects of language that 
enable production in learning 
speaking? 
 √ The students knew the aspects of 
language but almost all students did 
not know the aspects of language 
that enable production in learning 
speaking. 
 9. Do the students have enough 
vocabulary to speak in 
english? 
 √ The students did not have enough 
vocablary to speak in english, 
because the still open their book and 
online dictionairy when the teacher 
asked them the meaning. 
 10. Do the students use grammar 
when they are speaking 
 √ The students did not use grammar 
when they were speaking english. 
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From the resut of pthe observationpsheetpinpthepsecondpmeeting, the 
teacherpwaspalmostpappliedpallpofpthepsteps but again, in the last step 
the teacher did not concludedptheplessonpbyprepeatingpthe pmaterial 
thatphadplearnt. Thepteacher did not evaluate in any mistake about the 
students’ activity.  
Based on the result showed in firstpandpsecondpmeetingpthe 
researcherpfoundpthat thepstudents’ problem and the cause of problem in 
english? 
 11. Do the students practice 
english more to improve their 
speaking proficiency? 
 √ Only some students that were 
interested in english which do more  
practice to improve their speaking 
proficiency, but mostly they never 
practice it. 
 12. Do the students have a good 
confidence in learning 
speaking? 
√  The students are very confident to 
express themselves when they learnt 
speaking process although they get 
nervous when the tried to speak up. 
 13. Do the students have a good 
pronunciation in speaking 
english? 
 √ Most of the students had difficulties 
in pronunciation. 
C. The Cause of the Problem:  
 14. Are the students often 
inhibited about trying to say 
thingspinpapforeign language 
in the classroom? 
√  Some students felt often 
inhibitedpaboutptryingptopsay 
something using english in the 
classroom because they worried 
pronounce some words correctly. 
 15. Do the students have 
difficulties to express 
themselves beyond the guilty 
feeling that they should be 
speaking? 
√  Some students had low motivation 
to express something used foreign 
language, so when they learnt 
speaking process they were 
just silent or passive. 
 16. Do the students have Low or 
uneven participation in the 
classroom? 
√  Students looked so bored in the 
class, students hear what they 
wanted to hear and did not really 
enthusiast in learning speaking. The 
students only speak English when 
the teacher forced them to do that    
 17. Do the students use 
Mothertongue 
in the classroom? 
√  Some students used mother tongue 
in the classroom because it was 
natural for them when trying to 
speak foreign language. 
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learning speaking were the same, but the researcherpfound another 
problemspthat the studentspfacedpin learningpspeaking such as; 
nervousness, minimum opportunities and environtment factor. 
 
b) Interviews 
Top supportp fromp thep datap observation, thep researcherp also 
employed anp interview. Thep interview wasp givenp top thep teacherpto 
know herpopinionpaboutpthepproblems and the cause of  the students’ 
problem in the learning speaking. Therepwerepsevenpquestionspthat 
researcherpaskedpthepteacher’spopinionpaboutpthepcausep ofp students’ 
problempinplearningpspeaking. Itpcanpbepseenpinpthepdialoguepbelow: 
1. Question : What is your opinion about the important of learning English especially 
in speaking for the students of SMK Negeri 6 Bandar Lampung? 
Answer : In my opinion, speaking English is very useful for the students, especially 
when the student was graduated. Some students are working abroad and working on 
the sea. So, they need English especially speaking. 
 
2. Question : In learning speaking, there are five aspects that the students should be 
good at; comprehension, grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and fluency. Which 
aspect is become the most of students’s problem in learning speaking?  
Answer : in my opinion. The most students’s problem that the student faced when 
learning speaking is vocabulary, yeah.. They are lack of vocabulary. 
 
3. Question : Do the students worried about making mistakes, fearful/critism or simply 
shy in learing speaking?  
Answer : Yes, they do. But, not all the students. They are some students that can 
speak English fluently and they do not worried about making mistakes and have a go 
od confident in speaking English. 
 
4. Question : Do the students have no motive to express themselves in learning 
speaking? 
Answer : Yeah, honestly. The students have not good motivation in learning 
speaking, because there is not good competition with the other students and maybe 
they think that English is not very improtant for them. 
 
5. Question : Do the students low or uneven participation in learning speaking? 
Answer : Yes, they do. Sometimes, the students only focus in 15 minutes first, after 
that they are busy with their own activity. 
 
6. Question : Do the students speak English with their mother tongue ? 
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Answer : Yes, of course. Hehe, the students are influenced by their mother tongue. 
Because we know that english is forign language. 
 
7.  Question : What is the most cause of problems in learning speaking? 
Answer : Firstly, the problem faced by students in learning speaking is vocabulary 
and  and the cause of the problem in learning speaking is they are worried about 
making mistakes. 
 
Fromp thep resultp ofp thep interviewp top Englishp teacher,p thep 
firstpquestionspwasptopknowpthepimportant English for studentspand 
thepsecondpquestionpwasptopknow her opinion about the students’ 
problem in learning speaking  andpthepthirdpuntilpseventhpquestions 
askedpaboutpthepstudents’ cause of problem in learning speaking. The 
researcher concludedpthatpthepstudents problem and the cause of 
problem in learning speaking was not well. The students had difficulties 
in mastering the vocabulary and when they tried to speak, it would be 
influeced by their mother tongue. Itpcouldpbepexplainedpaspfollows: 
1. Thepteacherpsaid that the students foundpdifficulties in learning 
speaking because they were lacked of vocabulary. 
2. The teacher said that the students were worried about making 
mistakes when they tried to speak English. 
3. The teacher said that the students were influenced by their mother 
tongue when they speak English.  
 
c) Questionnairel 
Thepquestionnairepwaspmadepto supportpthepdatapfrompobservation 
andpinterview. Thepquestionnairepwaspdistributedptopthepstudentspby 
takingpfifteenpminutespofpthepstudentsostudyptimepinpthepclassroom.  
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Herepwerepstudents’panswerspofpquestionnaire. (Seepappendix 5A on 
page 112) 
Tablep5 
ThepQuestionnaire[ResultpofpQuestionpNumbers  
  
No Question Respond Obtained 
Value 
Percentage 
1. Do you know the aspects of language 
that enable production in learning 
speaking? 
Yes 11 58.6% 
No 18 62.0% 
2. Do you have the best way to produce 
the language when speaking English? 
Yes 12 41.3% 
 No 17 58.6% 
3. Do you have enough vocabulary to 
speak in English? 
Yes 5 17.2% 
 No 24 82.7% 
4. Do you use grammar when you are 
speaking english? 
Yes  11 37.9% 
 No 18 62.0% 
5. 
Do you practice english more to 
improve your speaking proficiency in 
learning speaking? 
Yes  22 75.8% 
 No  7 24.1% 
6. Do you have good confident in 
speaking English? 
Yes  17 58.6% 
 No  12 41.3% 
7. Do you try to interact using English to 
your friend when learning speaking?  
Yes  11 37.9% 
 No 18 62.0% 
8. Do you feel less motivation in 
learning speaking? 
Yes  16 55.1% 
 No  13 44.8% 
9. Do you feel anxiety in learning 
speaking? 
Yes  12 41.3% 
 No  17 58.6% 
10. 
Do you feel shy in learning speaking? 
Yes  9 31.0% 
 No  20 68.9% 
11. Do you feel fear of ridicule or afraid 
of being laughter in learning 
speaking? 
Yes  14 48.2% 
 No  15 51.7% 
12.  
Do you often feel inhibitedpabout 
tryingptopsaypthingspinpapforeign 
languagepinpthepclassroom? 
Yes  16 55.1% 
 No 13 44.8% 
13. Do you have motivation to express 
your self in learning speaking? 
Yes  18 62.0% 
 No  10 34.4% 
14. Do you participate in learning 
speaking? 
Yes  22 75.8% 
 No  7 24.1% 
15. 
Do you influenced by mothertongue 
in the classroom when learning 
speaking? 
Yes  26 89.6% 
 No  3 10.3% 
 
 Basedponp thep questionnairep filledp by pthepstudentspabove, the 
researcherpcan describepthat the students’presponsepwaspvaried. For 
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more detail, the researcher described the problem and the cause of the 
problem as follow: 
 
From the datapnumberpone, itpshowed that 58.6% ofpstudents could know 
the aspects of language that enable production learning speaking, while 
62.0% of students did not know the aspects of language that enable 
production in learning speaking. It can be concluded that not all students 
know the aspects of language in learning speaking. 
 
The data number two showed that 41.3% of students have the best way to 
produce the language when speaking English, while 58.6% of students did 
not have the best way to produce the language when speaking English. It 
means that almost all the students did not have a good pronunciation in 
learning speaking. 
 
The result questionnairepofpnumberp3 showedpthat 82.7% ofpstudents 
lackedpofpvocabulary, soptheypfeltpdifficultpto speak in English and have 
not enough vocabulary to use it when they try to speak. It means that 
almost all students were lacked of vocabulary. Whenpthepstudentsphave 
manypvocabularies, theypwouldpeasypto speak English and make 
sentences that they want in speaking learning process. 
 
Thepresultpquestionnaire ofpnumberp4pshowedpthatp62.0%pofpstudents 
did not  use grammar when they were speak English in learning speaking 
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process. Itpcanpbepconcludedpthatpthepstudents didpnot practice their 
grammar when they were speak in learning speaking process.  
 
The result questionnaire of number 5 showed that 75.8% of students 
practice English more to improve their speaking proficiency, it means that 
almost all students enthusiast to practice their English in order to improve 
their speaking proficiency in learning speaking. 
 
The result of questionnaire number 6 showedpthat 58.6% ofpstudentsphad 
a good confident in speaking English, while only 41.3% of students that 
did not have good confident in speaking English. It means that, they 
actually felt confident in learning speaking though they were lacked of 
vocabulary. 
 
Thepresultpquestionnairepofpnumberp7 showedpthatp62.0% ofpstudents 
did not tried to interact using English to their friend when learning 
speaking, but some of the students had tried to interact with one another 
using English. 
 
The result questionnaire of number 8 showed that 55.1% of students had 
felt less motivation in learning speaking and only a few of the students that 
felt motivated in learning speaking. It means that less motivation was one 
of the students problem in learning speaking.  
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Thepresultpquestionnairepofpnumberp9pshowedpthat 58.6% ofpstudents 
did not feel anxiety in learning speaking and only a few of the students that 
felt anxiety in learning speaking.  
 
Thepresultpquestionnairepofpnumberp10 showedpthat 68.9% of almost all 
studentspdid not feel shy in learning speaking and only some ofpthe 
studentspthat felt shy in learning speaking. It means that feeling shy was 
not one of the students problem in learning speaking.  
 
Thepresultpquestionnairepofpnumberp11 showedpthat 51.7% ofpstudents 
did not  feel fear of ridicule or afraid of being laughter in learning speaking 
and only some of the students that felt fear of ridicule or afraid of being 
laughter in learning speaking. It means that feel fear of ridicule or afraid of 
being laughter was not one of the students problem in learning speaking.  
 
Thepresultpquestionnairepofpnumberp12 showedpthatp55.1% of pstudents 
feltpoften inhibitedpaboutptryingptopsay thingspinpapforeignplanguage in 
thepclassroom in learning speaking and only some of the students that did 
not felt it.  
 
Thepresultpquestionnairepof numberp13pshowedpthat 62.0%  of pstudents 
have motivation to express their selves in learning speaking in learning 
speaking and only some of the students that did not have motivation to 
express their selves in learning speaking. So, it was good for them to have 
motivation to express their selves. 
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Thepresultpquestionnairepofpnumberp14 showed pshowed thatp62.0%pof 
almost all students participated in learning speaking and felt that the 
material was interested to them, so they participated in learning speaking. 
It means that low or uneven participation was not cause of the problem. 
 
Thepresultpquestionnairepofpnumberp15pshowedpthat 89.6%pof almost 
all students influenced by mother tongue in the classroom when learning 
speaking. It can be concluded that one of the most cause of the students’ 
problem in learning speaking was mother tongue used. 
 
 Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that the students 
did not know the aspects of language in learning speaking that actually 
they shoud  be really good at. The students were lacked of vocabulary and 
have not good in pronouncing the word correctly. When they tried to 
speak English, they did not use grammar and rarely to practice speaking. 
They also less of motivation and oftenpinhibitpaboutptryingptopsayp 
thingspinpforeignplanguange and influenced by their mother tongue. 
 
3. Conclusion Drawing/Verification 
Conclusionpdrawing orpverificationpis thepthirdpcomponentporplevel 
in the model of qualitative data analysis of Sugiyonop theory.pIn thisppart, 
the data explained in data display were going to be discussed deeply in 
order to make a finding of the research In this part the discussion and 
findings were divided into two parts: the students’ problem and the cause 
ofpproblempin learning speaking.   
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a) Thepstudents’pproblempinplearningpspeaking 
Thepresearcherpemployedpthepobservation checklist and gave the 
questionaire topknowpthepstudents’pproblempinplearningpspeaking. As 
Thurnbury stated that the problems that learner speaker faces break down 
into two main area such as knowledge factor and skill factor. In 
knowledge factor the students do not know the aspects of knowledge in 
learning speaking, lack of vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar and 
fluency. Beside that, in the skill factor the students are lack of confidence 
which might inhibit fluency. 
 Basedponpthepresultpof observation and thepstudents’panswerptopthe 
questionnairepsheets, thepresearcher concludedpthat thepproblemspfaced 
bypthepstudentspwere: 
1. Mostpofpthepstudents did not know the aspects of language that 
enable production in learning speaking. 
2. The studentsplackedpofpvocabulary. So,ptheypfeltpdifficult when 
they tried to speak English because of limited of vocabulary. 
3. The students did not use grammar. When they tried to speak English 
they did not use grammar in learning speaking. 
4. The students had no good in pronunciation. When the students tried to 
speak English they difficult to pronounce the word correctly. 
5. The students never practice to speak English.  
6. The students had minimum opportunities in learning speaking.  
7. The students got nervous in speaking English.  
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Basedponpthepresultpofpproblemspabove,pitpcanpbep inferredp that 
thepproblemspexplainedpinptheptheorypwerephappenedptopthepstudents
evenptherepwerepmorepproblemspthatphappenp inp learningp speaking. 
Afterpthepresearcherpanalyzedpandpfoundpoutpthep conclussionpofpthe 
research,phopefullypthepresearcherpgavepcontributionpofp thepresearch 
topbetterpway.pLearningpspeakingpshouldpbepsupportedp byp learning 
pronunciation,punderstandingp grammar,p richp ofp vocabularyp and 
interestingpteachingpstylepbypteacher, sopthepstudentspwerepinterested 
and can make a good sentence and pronounce the words correctly in 
learning speaking. 
b) The cause of the problem in learning speaking 
The researcher observed, interviewed the teacher and gave the 
questionnaire to know the cause of the problem that faced by students in 
learning speaking. Based on the theory, there were four cause of the 
problems in learning speaking such as; inhibition,pnothingptopsay,plow or 
uneven participation and mother tongue used.  
Based on the result of observation, interview and  the students’ answer 
to the questionnaire sheets, the researcher concluded that the cause of 
problems faced by the studentspwere: 
1. Inhibition   
The students felt oftenpinhibitedpaboutptryingptopsaypsomething 
using English in the classroom because they worried to pronounce 
some words correctly in learning speaking. 
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2. Nothing to say 
The students had low motivation to express something used foreign 
language, so when they learnt in speaking process they were just 
silent or passive. 
3. Mother tongue used 
The most students were influenced by their mother tongue. The 
students were difficult to speak English with good accent because 
it was natural for them when they tried to speak English. 
4. Other cause of problem. Environment factor. 
The students had no good environment to support their learning in 
speaking. The students only speak English when the teacher forced 
them to do that and they also influenced by their friend to always 
speak in Indonesian. 
  
C. Discussion and Finding  
In thisppart,pthepresearcherpwouldplikeptopdiscusspaboutpthepfindingpof 
the students’ problem in learningpspeaking as thepfirst formulation ofpthe 
problempin this research. Beside thepstudents’ problem, thepresearcher 
discussedpthe cause of the students’pproblem in learning speakingpaspthe 
secondpformulationpofpthepproblem. Thispresearchpwaspproducedpbypthe 
participantspofpthepresearch. Theyparepthepstudents of XI TPHPI 1 class of 
SMKN 6 BandarpLampung at thepfirstpsemesterpin the academicpyearpof 
2018/2019 thatphadpbeenpobserved. 
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a) Students’pproblem in learning speaking 
The researcher assumed that  teaching-learning  speaking  was  stillp not  
maximal.pThepteacherpdidpnotpapplypallpofp thep procedure pbasedp onp 
the theoryp ofp thep experts. BasedponppthepptheorypofpBrownptherepwere 
procedurespofp teachingp speaking.  Therep werep Prep teaching;p student’s 
interestpinpplanningptask. Whilepteaching;psetuppthepinitialppairpworkpand 
givepthepstudentspfiveptoptenpminutesptopdiscuss,padd to or to modify the 
list ofpsuggestions. Then,pwhenpthepinitialpdiscussionpispover, thepteacher 
shouldpfacilitate thepsetting uppofpgroups. Allowspthepgrouppapmaximum 
ofptwentypminutesptopcompletepthepplanningptask.pPostpteaching; chair the 
reportpbackpsessionpinpwhichpeachpgroupppresentspitspsuggestions.p Make 
posterspavailableptophelppthepgroupsppresentptheirpideas. 
Based  on  thep resultp ofp observation,p showedp thatp thep processpof 
teachingpandplearningpwerepaccordancepwithpthep theoryp ofp Brown.p The 
teacherphaspappliedpalmostpallpthepstepspinpteachingp speakingp butp there 
werepsomepstepsp thatp skippedp inp teachingp andp learningp processp inp 
thepfirstpmeetingpthepteacherpdidpnotpdopthepevaluation in post activity, 
she just ended the class when the time was up, many students still confused 
and their limited by time so they did not get the conclusion whether they did 
mistakes or not. In the other hand, inpthepsecondpmeetingpthepteacherpforgot 
to explain the purpose of learning in pre-activity and did not do the evaluation 
again in post activity. It was important to explain the purpose of learning  
because it would rise their spirit and motivated them to be enthusiast in 
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learning speaking. Whereas, the evaluation used to review and analyze the 
result of their activity in learning speaking.  
The researcher employed the observation and gave thepquestionnairepto 
knowpthepstudents’pproblemspin learningpspeaking. Havingpconductedpthe 
research,pthep researcherp foundp thep problemso ofp studentsp inp learning 
speakingpatpSMK Negeri 6 Bandar Lampung.  
Although the teacher has taught the lesson based on the procedure, 
unfortunately, the phenomenon in the preliminary research happened again in 
the current research such as their ability in learning speaking was still under 
average, then they were difficult to make conversation because they were lack 
of vocabulary and also the students could still not pronounce the word 
correctly.  
The researcher believed that it wasphappenedpbecauseptherepwerepsome 
stepspthatpthe teacher skipped  (see Appendix 4B and 4C on pages 108 and 
110). It was supported by interviewing the teacher (see Appendix 1B on page 
88), she said that the reason why she skipped the steps because of limitation of 
the time. The students was difficult to make dialogue and took too much time 
in whilst activity, it happened because the students did not have enough 
vocabulary and could not share their ideas.  
In addition, from the data of speaking score that the researcher got in 
preliminary research, the class XI TPHPI 1 was the class that got under 
average score in learning speaking (See Appendix 2F on page 101). 
Basedponpthepobservation, thepresearcherpassumed  that it happened because 
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the English class has began after learning physical exercise, it was really 
influenced for their spirit to learn English especially speaking. 
However, basedpon the resultpof observation and questionnairepanswered 
bypthepstudents, thepproblemsprelatedptoptheptheorypstatedpby Thornbury  
(see on pages 35-36) in this research such as; not know the aspects of 
language that enable production, lacked of vocabulary, did not use grammar, 
not good in pronunciation and never practice to speak English. The aspects of 
knowledge was gotten based on the answer of the students thinking thatpthe 
studentspdidpnotpknowpthe aspects such as grammar, pronunciation, 
vocabulary and fluency when learning speaking in speaking class. 
Furthermore, the students faced the problem in mastering vocabulary because 
they were difficult to speak English and share their ideas. And then, the 
students faced the problem in pronunciation because when they tried to speak 
English they difficult to pronounce the word correctly. Moreover, the students 
never practice to speak English except when the teacher forced them to do 
that. Then, there was also another problem occur when the students learning 
speaking. The students had minimum opportunities in learning speaking. The 
students only speak English when the teacher asked them, they also had no 
the same opportunities to speak up in front of the class because the limited of 
time. And then, the students got nervous in speaking English. Sometimes the 
students were getting nervous and the studentspdidpnotponlyphavep 
difficutiesptopunderstandpthepmeaningpofpwordspbutpalsophavepdifficulties 
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topunderstandptheomeaningpofpthepsentences from what they already or 
going to said. 
  
Basedponpthepresultpofpthepproblemspabove, itpcouldpbepinferredpthat 
thepproblemspexplainedpinpthep theory phappenedptopthepstudents,peven 
therepwerepmorepproblemspthatphappenedpinptheplearningpspeaking. It was 
supportedpbypThornbury. 
b) The cause of the problem in learning speaking 
Basedponpthepresultpofpobservationp(seepappendix 4B and 4C on pages 
108 and 110), interviewp(seepappendix 1C on page 93) and questionaire (see 
appendix 5A on page 112), thepresearcherptook somepconclusionpabout the 
cause of the students’pproblem in learning speaking. According to Ur, there 
were four the cause of problems in learning speaking. Those problem were 
inhibtion, nothingptopsay, lowporpunevenpparticipation and motherptongue 
used (see on pages 38-39). 
In this case, from the result of the research data we know that only three 
problems of Ur’s theory consisted of four problems happened in this research. 
It was the students feltpoftenpinhibitedpabout trying topsaypsomethingpusing 
Englishpinpthepclassroompbecause they worried to pronounce some words 
correctly in learning speaking. Then, the students had low motivation to 
express something used foreign language, so when they learnt in speaking 
process they were just silent or passive. Then, the most students were 
influenced by their mother tonge. The students were difficult to speak English 
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with good accent because it was natural for them when they tried to speak 
English.  
In addition, there was also another cause of problem occur when the 
students learning speaking, it was environtment factor, it happend because the 
students had no good environment to support their learning in speaking. The 
students only speak English when the teacher forced them to do that and they 
also influenced by their friend to always speak in Indonesian. Beside that, the 
class of XI TPHPI 1 of SMKN 6 Bandar Lampung was close by with the 
sports field in that school. So, when the teacher explained the material the 
students was diturbed by the other students in sprots field area and could not 
hearing the teacher’s voice clearly.  
Based on the finding in the research above, it could be concluded that the 
theory ofpUr ispappropriatepforpthe real conditionpin the classroom. Even 
there was another cause of the problem in learning speaking that was 
environment factor.  
 
 
 
   
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONpANDpSUGGESTION 
 
 
Afterp collectingp thep datap andp analyzingp thep resultp ofp thep research,p the 
researcherp drewp somep conclusionsp andp suggestionspofpthe problem andpthe 
cause of the problem in eleventh grade of SMKN 6 Bandar Lampung. 
A. Conclusion  
Basedponpthepdatapanalysis,pitpcanpbepconcludedpthat: 
1) Based on the data of observation and gave the questionnaire to the 
students, the students’ problem in learning speaking were students’ 
perception that they did not know thepaspectspofplanguagepthat 
enablep production in learning speaking, theypwereplackpof 
vocabulary, limited of grammar knowledge, limited of pronunciation, 
never practice to speak English, minimum opportunities and 
nervousness.  
2) Based on the data interview and gave the questionnaire to the students, 
The cause of the problem in learning speaking were inhibition because 
they felt often inhibited about trying to say something using English, 
then, nothing to say; the students had low motivation to express 
something used foreign language, environment factor; the students had 
no good environtment to support their learning in speaking and mostly 
mother tongue used; almost all students were influenced by their 
mother tongue. 
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B. Suggestionp 
Consideringpthepresultpofpthepresearch,pthepresearcherp wouldp likep to 
givepsomepsuggestionspaspfollow: 
a. ForpthepTeacher 
1) Thepteacherpshouldpgive more attention to apply all the procedure 
in teaching speaking to the students in process of taching and 
learning speaking. 
2) The teacher should explain the material loudly and clearly in the 
process of teaching and learning speaking because the class near by 
sports field. 
3) The teacher should manage the class in order to apply all the 
procedure in teaching learning speaking and wisely find the 
comfortable class for the students in the learning speaking because 
it will influence their spirit to learn English especially speaking. 
 
b. For the Students 
1) The students should realize that English speaking is very useful for 
them especially when they are graduate from the school. They can 
use it to continue their study as one of skill that they have.    
2) To master in learning speaking, it is better to the students to 
memorize the vocabulary about cruise major and often practice to 
speak English. 
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3) The students should keep study hard and take an English course to 
be master in speaking. 
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